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Kurzfassung
Ionishe Fragmentationskanäle in Elektronenstöÿen von kleinen molekularen
Ionen
Dissoziative Rekombination (DR) ist einer der wihtigsten Verlustprozesse von
molekularen Ionen im interstellaren Medium (IM). Ionenspeiherringe erlauben
diesen Prozess unter IM-ähnlihen Bedingungen zu untersuhen. Am Heidelberger
Test-Speihering TSR wurde im Rahmen dieser Arbeit ein neues Detektorsystem
aufgebaut, um den der DR verwandten Prozess der Ionenpaarbildung studieren zu
können. Dieses neuartige System erweitert den vorhandenen Elektrontargetauf-
bau um die Möglihkeit, in einem Magnetfeld stark abgelenkte negative ionishe
Fragmente nahzuweisen. Rekombinationsprozesse lassen sih am TSR mit einzi-
gartiger Energieauösung studieren, indem dem Ionenstrahl zwei voneinander un-
abhängige Elektronenstrahlen überlagert werden.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde die Ionenpaarbildung der molekularen Ionen
HD
+
, H
+
3 und HF
+
untersuht. Im Fall von HD
+
wurden hoh aufgelöste Quanten-
interferenzstrukturen gefunden. Durh Analyse der Quantenoszillationen konnten
neue Erkenntnisse über die Reaktionsdynamik der Ionenpaarbildung gewonnen
werden. Bei H
+
3 war es erstmals möglih, vershiedene Reaktionskanäle getrennt
zu beobahten und Interferenzstrukturen nahzuweisen. Die Ionenpaarbildung von
HF
+
wurde bis hin zu relativen Energien untersuht, für die in früheren Experi-
menten keine Aussage möglih war.
Abstrat
Ioni Fragmentation Channels in Eletron Collisions of Small Moleular Ions
Dissoiative Reombination (DR) is one of the most important loss proesses of
moleular ions in the interstellar medium (IM). Ion storage rings allow to inves-
tigate these proesses under realisti onditions. At the Heidelberg test storage
ring TSR a new detetor system was installed within the present work in order to
study the DR sub-proess of ion pair formation (IPF). The new detetor expands
the existing eletron target setup by the possibility to measure strongly deeted
negative ioni fragements. At the TSR suh measurements an be performed with
a uniquely high energy resolution by independently merging two eletron beams
with the ion beam.
In this work IPF of HD
+
, H
+
3 and HF
+
has been studied. In the ase of HD
+
the
result of the high resolution experiment shows quantum interferenes. Analysis of
the quantum osillations leads to a new understanding of the reation dynamis.
For H
+
3 it was for the rst time possible to distinguish dierent IPF hannels and
to detet quantum interferenes in the data. Finally the IPF of HF
+
was inves-
tigated in an energy range, where in previous experiments no onlusive results
ould be obtained.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Moleules and moleular ions are the key elements in the prodution of dense
louds in the interstellar medium (IM) and play an important role in the hem-
istry of planetary atmospheres. Therefore loss mehanisms of moleules are of
great interest, espeially for light moleular ions like H
+
2 or H
+
3 . Collisions be-
tween moleules or moleular ions and eletrons, photons, atoms or even other
moleules and moleular ions an ause energy transfer between the reatants,
rearrangement of the moleular geometry, as well as fragmentation of the ioni
moleules. The most important loss proess aused by photons or eletrons in the
IM is Dissoiative Reombination (DR), whereas Dissoiative Exitation (DE) is
mostly aused by ion ollisions with heavy targets.
This work fousses on IPF (Ion Pair Formation), a subproess of DR, leading to
negatively and positively harged fragments as reation produts. The storage
ring tehnique provides an experimental framework whih allows to study suh
proesses under onditions omparable to those in the IM. Sine the 1990's faili-
ties like the Test Storage Ring (TSR) have been used to examine various moleular
ions in interation with eletrons or photons. Espeially DR was studied for a va-
riety of dierent moleules starting from the benhmark moleule HD
+
and the
simplest polyatomi ion H
+
3 to heavy diatomi moleules like HF
+
or CF
+
.
On the other hand IPF has reeived limited attention in the past deades. From
the experimental side of view IPF is a hallenging eld in detetor developments at
storage rings, beause the IPF fragments are strongly bent away from the original
pathway in suh devies (see hapter 3). However, IPF an also give deep insight
into the reation mehanism of moleular ions in ollisions with eletrons.
The present work fouses on the detetion of ion pair fragments using a new de-
tetion system whih has been reently installed as a part of the new eletron-ion
ollision setup loated at the heavy ion storage ring TSR. The setup onsists of an
eletron beam devie [26℄ and a detetion hamber [31℄ featuring dierent dete-
tors: one for mainly atomi ion reombination produts (MIDAS; [57℄) and one for
1
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neutral fragments of ion moleule interations (BAMBI; f. [33; 72℄). This work
ompletes the detetor faility with a detetor for strongly deeted IPF fragments
(DEMON).
With this newly installed detetor for ion pair fragments, experimental data were
taken for the most important ioni moleules H
+
2 and its deuterated isotope HD
+
,
respetively, for H
+
3 and as well as for HF
+
. The latter is important mainly in
industrial appliations, while still being detetable in the IM. In the ase of HD
+
the new results obtained by using the high resolution setup at the TSR, lead to
a new theoretial understanding of the fragmentation proesses and the involved
potential energy urves. Therefore semilassial alulations were applied, using
amongst others the Fast-Fourier-Transformation (FFT) tehnique, whose empiri-
al appliation on this problem was developed within the present work. In the ase
of H
+
3 the energeti high resolution of the TSR setup showed energy dependend
strutures in the IPF ross setion whih had never been observed before. Thanks
to the new eletron target setup is was also possible for the rst time to distinguish
dierent fragmentation hannels in the IPF of H
+
3 .
The present work rstly provides an overview of IPF and the reombination pro-
esses between moleular ions and eletrons in general in hapter 2. Chapter 3
then fouses on the experimental details of the new detetion setup for strongly
deeted moleular fragments whih was onstruted, taken into operation and re-
ned all along the here presented work. Chapter 4 presents appliations of the new
setup to IPF measurements on HD
+
and H
+
3 and disusses the arising impliations
for theoretial models seeking to desribe IPF, namely of HD
+
. Chapter 5 then
presents an IPF measurement performed on HF
+
. This work onludes with the
summarizing hapter 6, whih also gives an outlook on possible future experiments
to be performed using the new IPF detetor setup, as well as possible renements
of the latter.
Chapter 2
Eletroni ollisions of moleular
ions
For disussing the various proesses of the eletroni ollisions of moleular ions,
it is helpful to use the onept of potential energy surfaes. The most ommon
ansatz to desribe the behavior of moleules is the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion [48℄. Here the many-body-problem is simplied by the assumption that the
eletrons reat instantaneously to the movement of the nulei, due to the large
mass dierene between the eletron and nulei. The approximation allows to de-
ouple the treatment of the eletroni motion and the nulear motion and to solve
the eletroni Shrödinger equation for a potential orresponding to xed nulear
positions. The resulting eigenvalues produe the potential energy surfaes (PES)
and, in the diatomi ase, potential energy urves (PEC) respetively.
2.1 Interation of eletrons with positively harged
moleular ions
The interation of an eletron with a positive moleular ion an lead to various -
nal produt speies and states. Elasti ollisions leave the ion unhanged, whereas
inelasti ollisions an hange the rotational and vibrational (rovibrational) state
of the initial moleular ion [33; 69℄. Alternatively, proesses suh as dissoiative
exitation (DE) and dissoiative reombination (DR) ause eletron-indued frag-
mentation of the moleule. In DE sattering of eletrons results in harged and
neutral fragments of the moleule and the eletron remains free, while in DR the
moleular ompound formed by the eletron apture dissoiates into neutral prod-
uts. A proess related to DR is ion pair formation (IPF), where positively and
negatively harged fragments are produed. The fous of this work lies on the
3
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latter eletron apture proesses, whih have been experimentally studied for the
moleules HD
+
, H
+
3 and HF
+
.
2.1.1 Dissoiative exitation
Dissoiative exitation is a sattering proess where the moleular ion AB
+
is
exited by the eletron into a repulsive state AB
∗+
and subsequently dissoiates
in harged (A
+
) and neutral fragments (B) (see g. 2.1):
AB
+ + e−(E)→ AB∗+ + e− → A+ + B+ e− (2.1)
Depending on the omposition of the initial moleular ion the fragments A+ and
B an be either atomi or moleular.
The eletroni transition into the repulsive state follows the Frank-Condon
priniple [22; 23; 42℄, based on the fat that the eletrons hange their state
fast, while the internulear distanes remain the same. The transition probability
within the Frank-Condon region (see g. 2.1) is determined by the overlap of the
wavefuntion of the bound state ΨAB+ and the dissoiative state ΨAB∗+(R,E) and
is desribed by the Frank-Condon fator f(v, E)
f(v, E) =
∫
Ψ∗
AB
+(R, v)Ψ
AB
∗+(R,E) dR (2.2)
with the internulear distane R, the ollision energy E and v the vibrational
energy level.
For DE this proess, even at a xed value of E, is not restrited to a single value
of R, as the sattering eletron may retain some of its kineti energy and so the
transition an our at any internulear distane where the initial eletron energy
E exeeds the exitation energy Emin(R). The energy of the inident eletron is
possibly transformed into internal exitations of one or even both fragments and
the kineti energy of the produts (KER).
A seond possible DE pathway an our already below the energeti threshold
for the proess desribed by equation (2.1). Here the eletron is aptured by the
ion forming a neutral exited moleule AB
∗∗
, whih autoionizes and dissoiates
subsequently:
AB
+ + e− → AB∗∗ → AB∗+ + e− → A+ + B+ e− (2.3)
These mehanisms have been studied previously in storage ring experiments, e.g.
on the He-dimer ion at the Test Storage Ring (TSR) in Heidelberg [35℄. For this
system the energeti threshold mentioned is expeted at 6 eV ollision energy. The
experimental results on DE, however, show a threshold of around 3 eV indiating
the importane of the seond mehanism (eq. 2.3) mentioned above.
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Figure 2.1: Shemati drawing of the potential energy urves of the eletron impat
dissoiative exitation of a diatomi moleule AB
+
, apturing an eletron e
−(E)
into the repulsive state AB
∗+
, whih subsequently dissoiates into the nal produts
A
++B with a Kineti Energy Release (KER). The transition probability to the
repulsive state is given by f(v,E) (see equation 2.2) in the Frank-Condon region
(grey shaded area).
A third DE mehanism is the ollision with a residual gas speies X in the storage
ring, i.e. moleule-moleule as well as moleule-atom ollisions. This is the most
important loss proess for moleular ions in ollision experiments [52℄ and follows
the reation:
AB
+ + X→ A+ + B+ X (2.4)
Although this proess an limit the beam lifetime, it an be very useful by
providing information on the ion beam urrent, for instane through the observed
A
+
ount rate. Assuming no pressure hange in the storage ring, and thus no
inrease or derease of the amount of residual gas, mehanism 2.4 leads to diret
aess to the ion beam urrent and thus to its utuations aused by the ion
soure. This allows to normalize the measured ount rates of various proesses
an be normalized to the residual gas DE rate and, onsequently, to the ion beam
intensity for relative omparison (see hapter 4 and 5).
2.1.2 Dissoiative reombination
Dissoiative reombination is an eient destrution proess of moleules in ion-
ized media suh as interstellar louds, tehnial plasmas or the upper layers of
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atmospheres. The priniple is the following: A moleular ion aptures an eletron
and dissoiates into neutral fragments,
AB
+ + e−(E)→ A + B+Kineti Energy Release (KER). (2.5)
Depending on the eletron impat energy E and the initial internal exitation of
the ion, fragments are emitted in nal states with possible kineti energy release
(KER). In ounting experiments, the DR rate oeient as a funtion of the ele-
tron impat energy is measured. The dynamis of the proess beome aessible in
fragment imaging measurements where the KER as well as the fragment angular
distribution are measured [72℄. In addition, for polyatomi moleules it is also
possible to determine the branhing ratios for dierent nal ompounds in DR
rate experiments using a grid in front of the detetor (for more details see [67℄) or
by a position and mass sensitive detetor [34℄.
Two dierent DR mehanisms are of importane for the moleular breakup inves-
tigations and will thus be desribed in more detail in the following.
Diret dissoiative reombination
Diret DR is a purely eletroni two-step proess:
AB
+(ν, J) + e−(E)→ AB∗∗ → A(n, l) + B(n′, l′) (2.6)
The priniple is illustrated for a diatomi moleule in g. 2.2, where two PEC
representing the bound ioni state AB
+
and the repulsive state AB
∗∗
are shown.
The apture of the eletron leads to the formation of a highly exited neutral
moleular ompound state whih stabilizes by rapid dissoiation along the repulsive
PEC. For low eletron energies a urve rossing lose to equilibrium distane, as
observed for example in H
+
2 and its isotopomers, is neessary to yield a good
overlap of the wave funtion between the bound state ΨAB+(R, ν) and the neutral
dissoiative state ΨAB∗∗(R,E) (see gure 2.2); this overlap is desribed by the
respetive Frank-Condon fator f(v, E). Assuming only one dissoiative urve
per symmetry, and the eletroni oupling Vel between the states as well as the
quantum defet to vary only slowly with the internulear distane R, the diret
ross setion an be written as
σDR,direct =
const
k2
· r
2
· f(ν, E)2 · V 2el · S (2.7)
with a multipliity ratio r between neutral and moleular eletroni states, the
eletron wavenumber k before the ollision and the survival fator S, whih de-
sribes the loss due to autoionization [1℄.
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Figure 2.2: Shemati drawing of the
potential energy urves for the diret
dissoiative reombination mehanism
for a diatomi moleular ion; blak
urve: ground state of the moleular
ion; blue urve: repulsive dissoiative
state.
Indiret dissoiative reombination
In systems like HeH
+
suitable PEC for diret DR do not exist at low energies
but reombination an still eiently our through the indiret proess due to
non-adiabati ouplings [53℄. In this mehanism the eletron is rst aptured to
form a neutral Rydberg state with the inident moleular ion as the ore, whih
beomes rovibrationally exited in the ollision. Subsequently this state an then
ouple to a repulsive state AB
∗∗
along whih the system an dissoiate into neutral
fragments,
AB
+(v, J) + e−(E)→ AB∗Ryd(v′, J ′, nRyd, lRyd)→ AB∗∗ → A(n, l) + B(n′, l′),(2.8)
as shown in gure 2.3. The Rydberg states are desribed by the vibrational and
rotational quantum numbers v′ and J ′ and the prinipal and orbital angular mo-
mentum quantum numbers nRyd, and lRyd of the eletron. To eah of the ioni
PEC a series of neutral Rydberg states onverges. This proess an interfere with
diret DR as the same repulsive state an be taken. The indiret DR proess is
very sensitive on the energy of the aptured eletron and, as originally suggested
for H
+
2 , an be responsible for low-energy resonanes in various systems [53℄.
2.1.3 Ion pair formation
While extensive experimental and theoretial investigations have been arried out
on DR, ion pair formation has reeived only limited attention for a long time.
The reason lies in the diulties in deteting harged fragments in a storage ring,
espeially light ones and those with a harge opposite to the initial ion, i.e. neg-
ative ions. The proess is initiated similarly as DR by eletron apture, but the
intermediate moleular system dissoiates into harged fragments (see gure 2.4):
AB
+(v, J) + e−(E)→ AB∗∗ → A− + B+(n′, l′) (2.9)
In general, the ion pair hannel is one of several nal Rydberg states. Thus, the
ross setion for ion pair formation depends on the branhing among possible nal
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Figure 2.3: Shemati drawing of the
potential energy urves for the diret
dissoiative reombination mehanism
for a diatomi moleular ion; blak
urve: ground state of the moleular
ion; blak dashed urve: neutral exited
Rydberg states; blue urve: repulsive
dissoiative state.
reation hannels.
As shown in gure 2.4, the exited potential urve AB
∗∗
rosses (in a piture ne-
gleting the oupling between the various urves) the nal state urves, whih leads
to the dissoiation of the moleule in an ion pair. In ase oupling between this
PEC and the Rydberg states beomes important and the situation an hange, for
example as observed for HD
+
(see hapter 4). Following the reation dynamis
the system, represented by wave pakets, emerges after the eletron apture along
the dissoiative pathway. The oupling of the states now opens dierent path-
ways towards the ion pair limit. At small internulear distanes a split up of the
wave-paket beomes possible, similar to the two slit experiment in the quantum
mehanis. If a seond rossing at large internulear distanes is available, these
wave-pakets an transit bak to the original pathway and interfere. This will
result in harateristi interferene struture. The transition probability between
two states is desribed by the Landau-Zener formula [16℄
Pij(E) = 1− exp
(
− 2πc
2
ij
αv
)
(2.10)
with cij the eletroni oupling matrix element between the states i and j, α the
slope dierene between the potentials, and v the relative veloity of the fragments
[10; 79℄.
2.2 Fragmentation experiments in storage rings
Experiments on the fragmentation of moleular ions require good ontrol on the
ions as well as on the ollision partners of the ion beam. By using the storage
ring tehnique the moleular ion beam an be prepared while it is irulating on
a losed orbit. In the next setion this tehnique will be desribed in more detail,
followed by an introdution to the basi onept of performing rate measurements.
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Figure 2.4: Shemati drawing of potential energy urves involved in the ion pair
formation; blak solid line: ioni ground state; blue urve: dissoiative state; blak
dashed urves: Rydberg potential urves.
2.2.1 Multipass merged beam tehnique
A storage ring ombines soures of ion prodution with a ring system, where the
ions are irulating on a losed orbit. The losed orbit is ahieved either using
magneti or eletrostati elds, so that the storage times muh longer than the
revolution time an be reahed. This means that the ion beam passes a dened in-
teration region at eah revolution and the ions an be manipulated arefully. The
ions an either be exited, deexited, harge-hanged or, in the ase of moleules,
be destroyed with subsequent detetion of the fragments. In order to get a well-
dened beam, a ooling proedure of the initially intrinsially hot ions is needed.
Through ative ooling of an ion beam with eletrons [39℄ or photons [74℄, well-
dened onditions for experiments are ahieved, e.g., the veloity spread of the ion
beam beomes negligible and the ion beam size shrinks in oordinate spae.
Two types of storage ring are possible. On the one hand eletrostati storage rings
are available, for instane ELISA at the University of Aarhus [73℄, whih rely on
the eletri harge of the injeted ions and the strength of the eletri eld. The
advantage is that the fore whih keeps the ions on the losed orbit depends only
on the strength of the eletri eld and the harge state of the ion, and is thus inde-
pendent of the ion mass at a given kineti energy of the beam. The disadvantage,
on the other hand, is that suh rings are typially operated at beam energies of
tens of keV, making it diult to handle in partiular light ions. On the ontrary,
higher beam veloities are aessible in magneti storage rings for light ions. This
allows to realize small relative energies between the ion and the merged eletron
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beam, enhaning the energy resolution in the experiments.
On the other hand in magneti ion storage rings, in operation sine the 1980s,
as for example the Test Storage Ring (TSR) in Heidelberg [62℄, the Experimental
Storage Ring (ESR) at the GSI in Darmstadt [11℄ or CRYRING at the Manne
Siegbahn Laboratory in Stokholm [46℄, the ion beam is kept on a losed orbit due
to the Lorentz fore, whih depends on the mass-to-harge ratio. This limits the
storage of high mass ions, suh as large biomoleules, depending on the rigidity
of the bending magnets. The advantages, on the other side, are the possibility
to ahieve higher beam energies for low mass ions, whih inreases the maximum
storage times. The next setion will fous on dierent aspets of magneti storage
rings whih have been used for the experiments presented in this thesis.
Magneti storage rings
In magneti storage rings the ions are stored on a losed orbit by bending dipole
magnets (see g. 2.5 and for example [62℄). The energy of the stored ion beam is
limited by the magneti rigidity
−→
B−→ρ of the storage ring, with the magneti eld−→
B and the radius of the ion beam trajetory in the dipole magnets −→ρ . This limits
the energy of the ion beam:
Eion = (Bρ)
2 · q
2
2 ·mion , with mion =
m(12C)
12
· A (2.11)
⇒ Eion ≈ 47.93 · (Bρ)2 · q
2
A
[MeV℄. (2.12)
The maximum kineti energy of the ion beam is inversely proportional to the mass
A of the moleular ion and thus dereases for heavier speies, whih is the most
important limiting fator for suh devies. Thus the beam lifetime itself is limited
by ollisions of the ion beam with atoms or moleules of the residual gas in the
storage ring. These ollisions lead to breakup of moleules or to a hange in the
harge of an atomi ion. Additionally, they inrease the bakground ount rate of
the experiments performed at the storage ring.To minimize the mentioned residual
gas inuene on the ion beam, it is neessary to provide good vauum onditions
in the range of 10−11 mbar.
Using a radio frequeny (RF) aelerating eletri eld synhronized to the ion
beam revolution, a storage ring an also be utilized as a synhrotron and the
ion beam an be further aelerated in the ring (see hapter 5). This requires
synhronous ontrol of the bending eld intensity as it is provided at the TSR [43℄
or at Cryring [46℄.
The ions for the experiments are provided by an ion soure, where in the most
ommon way the ions are produed in a plasma hamber. The disharge employing
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Figure 2.5: Sketh of a magneti storage ring. Ions from an aelerator are injeted
(right hand side) and stored (blue arrows). Dipole magnets (orange) bend the beam
onto a losed orbit. The bending radius is marked with the blak arrow (
−→ρ ). In
one straight setion a target beam an be merged with the ion beam. This an be
either photons or, like in the sketh eletrons (red arrow). Not shown here are
detetion and diagnosti instruments (see g. 2.10)
eletron ollisions, this leads to intrinsi exitation of the ion, as well as to a large
spread of the ion beam in phase spae. Two types of ooling are thus neessary.
Internal ooling
Internal ooling is provided by spontaneous emission if the lifetimes of the radia-
tively deaying states are short ompared to the storage times. This proess is
possible for infrared-ative moleular ions only, whih an ool down vibrationally
and rotationally to thermal equilibrium with the hamber walls during the stor-
age. Moleules end up mostly in the vibrational ground state while the lowest
rotational states an remain exited. A prominent example for this ooling pro-
ess is the HD
+
-moleule, where the ground state is reahed within several ms for
the vibrational exitation [83℄.
Rotational and vibrational exited states of moleules laking an eletri dipole
moment, like H
+
2 , annot ool radiatively. Here an eletron beam an indue vibra-
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Figure 2.6: Phase spae ooling of the diatomi moleule CF+ in a storage ring.
Shown are horizontal beam proles with the ount rate of the ions in arbitrary units
versus a horizontal oordinate in mm inside the beam tube. The FWHM represents
the width of the ion beam during the ooling proedure. A nal width of 1mm was
reahed as an be seen in the last panel. [50℄
tional and rotational ooling by superelasti ollisions (SEC), where rovibrational
energy is transferred from the ion to the eletron
H
+
2 (v, J) + e
−(E)→ H∗∗2 → H+2 (v′, J ′) + e−(E +∆E), (2.13)
where v′ < v, J ′ < J and ∆E > 0 [55℄.
The eets of this type of ooling were observed in several experiments for example
on D+2 [56℄ or H
+
2 [80℄. Using the Coulomb Explosion Imaging (CEI)- tehnique at
the TSR, SEC for H
+
2 was studied in more detail, nding this proess to be mainly
responsible for the vibrational deexitation [70℄.
Phase spae ooling
An eletron beam merged with the ion beam in a straight setion of a storage ring
an provide phase spae ooling, as the eletrons an absorb thermal energy of
the ions. Sine the eletrons are produed older than the ions and permanently
renewed, ative ooling of the ions is indued through ollisions. In g. 2.6 a
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reent example for phase spae ooling of an ion beam of the diatomi moleule
CF
+
is shown [18℄. In this ase the ion beam was merged with an eletron beam
over a length of about 1.5 m. The data were taken at the Heavy Ion Test Storage
Ring (TSR) in Heidelberg using a Beam Prole Monitor (BPM) (see setion 2.3).
It an be learly seen that the width of the beam shrinks to a small diameter of
1 mm. A ooling time of 4.4 s was extrated from the data set [50℄. Another
reent example is the ooling of HF
+
whih was demonstrated using an imaging
system loated at the TSR. Here a projetion of the ion beam during ooling is
given by using fragmentation produts from the DR proess and alulating the
projeted distane of the two fragments H and F. In this ase the shrinking of the
distribution of the enter-of-mass of the horizontal and vertial oordinate show
indiretly the ooling of the ion beam (see gure 2.7). To reah suh optimal beam
properties the eletron beam has to be merged with the ion beam at a veloity ve
mathing that of the ions vion. The eletron beam onditions are determined by
the spei onditions of the eletron soure. Some basis on eletron beams and
soures will be given in the following.
Eletron beam properties
To emit eletrons from a surfae they have to overome the material spei work
funtion. This an be ahieved in various ways. Most ommonly used are either
thermal emission or laser-stimulated photoemission. For the thermal emission,
a part of the Boltzmann eletron energy distribution in the ondutor is sim-
ply pushed above the work funtion by heating of the emitter material. For
the photoemission, the eletrons are photoexited to the ondution band of a
semiondutor material. Deposition of a Cs/O monolayer onto the semiondu-
tor surfae lowers the vauum level below the ondution band energy (for more
Figure 2.7: Transverse enter-of-mass distribution during the ooling proedure of
HF
+
. (a) Distribution in x diretion on the imaging detetor and (b) y diretion;
blak urves t = 0-2 s; red urves t = 3-4 s; blue urves t = 10-12 s [44℄.
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details see [76℄). For the latter tehnique the athode an be ooled down to the
temperature of liquid nitrogen to reah ultimately low initial energy spread of the
emitted eletron loud. The energy dilation of the eletron beam limit the ion
beam temperature that an be reahed by phase spae ooling.
In order to merge the eletron bath and the ion beam, the eletron beam is manipu-
lated with magneti elds so that the two beams interat under an angle of 0
◦
. Due
to these elds the initial temperature of the eletrons, T⊥ and T‖ are deoupled.
The athode properties and operating onditions determine the initial transverse
temperature. In order to redue the temperatures the eletron beam is expanded
and aelerated adiabatially. While the expansion is realized by the passage of
the eletrons from a high magneti eld intensity in the range of Bi = 10000 G
to a low magneti eld of B = 400 G, the adiabati aeleration is provided by
slowly inreasing the kineti energy of the eletrons by a set of eletrodes in the
rst stage of the eletron target (see [26; 57℄). The nal transverse temperature is
then expressed by
kBT⊥ =
B
Bi
kBT⊥,i, (2.14)
with a magneti eld strength B after expansion and the magneti eld in the
athode region Bi. The ratio of both is alled the expansion fator ξ = Bi/B. The
longitudinal temperature is mainly the result of the kineti transformation. Upon
aeleration of the eletrons to ion veloity, the initial longitudinal energy spread
is maintained. The orresponding veloity spread however, dereases beause of
E ∼ v2. As the temperature is related to the veloity spread through kBT‖ ∼ ∆v2
and ∆vf =
dv(E)
dE
∆E = 1√
2mE
(kT‖), the nal longitudinal temperature is given by
kBT‖,f =
1
2
m∆v2f =
1
2E
(kBT‖,i)2. (2.15)
Additional ontributions arise from two heating eets, the transverse-longitudinal-
relaxation (TLR) and the longitudinal-longitudinal-relaxation (LLR) [57℄. The
nal longitudinal temperature is thus given by
kBT‖ = kBT kin‖ +
∂∆ETLR
∂x
dx+∆ELLR (2.16)
Due to the non zero temperatures the resolution of the ollision experiment is
limited by the veloity distribution of the eletrons
f(v) =
me
2πkBT⊥
(
me
2πkBT‖
) 1
2
× exp
(
− mev
2
⊥
2kBT⊥
− me(v‖ − vd)
2
2kBT‖
)
, (2.17)
with vd = vdetuning, a veloity whih is not equal the ooling veloity.
Sine kT‖ ≪ kT⊥ this so alled attened double Maxwellian eletron distribution
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Figure 2.8: The anisotropi eletron distribution in the veloity frame is shown as
a lens (orange), while the ion beam resonane forms a hollow sphere (blue irle).
Tuning the relative energy of the eletrons and therefore the veloity, the eletron
loud moves along the x-axis forming the observed peak strutures (violet) with an
extended low energy tail [57℄.
has the form of an ellipsoid in the veloity spae. In the same frame the narrow
ioni resonane is represented by a hollow sphere. While hanging the relative
energy of the ion and eletron beam the eletron distribution moves along the v‖
axis. The overlap of the sphere and the distribution results in the observed peak
struture with a long low energy tail and a sharp drop on the high energy side (see
g. 2.8).
The relative energies are alulated by subtrating a spae harge potential from
the diretly measured energy. This potential is reated through the repulsive
Coulomb fore between the eletrons. If an eletron approahes the beam it is
sreened by ΦSC(r, ne−) and so the kineti energy is lowered. If one assumes
a ylindrial eletron beam with a homogeneous density prole in a ylindrial
beam tube the spae harge potential is [57℄
ΦSC(r, ne) =
neer
2
beam
4ǫ0

1−
(
r
rbeam
)2
+ 2ln rtube
rbeam
,for r ≤ rbeam
2ln rtube
r
,for rbeam > r > rtube
(2.18)
The eletron energy is then dened by
Elab = eU0 − eΦSC(r, ne). (2.19)
with the measured potential U0.
In the experiments the energy resolution depends on the eletron temperatures,
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whereas the spae harge orretion is important for obtaining the orret energy
in the enter of mass frame. The eletron beam setup at the TSR enabled to
realize a high energy resolution (see hapter 2.3) in the measurements on the ross
setions (hapter 4) and rate oeient (hapter 5).
2.2.2 Rate measurements
During moleular reations, rate measurements with interating eletron and ion
beams, the eletrons serve as a target. With the measured density of the eletrons
ne, the ion urrent Iion in the storage ring and the eletron energy dependent
detetor ounts D(E) one is able to determine the rate oeient as a funtion of
the ollision energy E of the eletron and ion reombination
α(E) =
D(E)
Iionne
L
l
, (2.20)
with the saling fator
L
l
, where L is the length of the storage ring and l the
interation length between ions and eletrons.
The total kineti energy in the enter-of-mass frame of eletron and ion is, in
a nonrelativisti approximation, given by
ECM = (
√
Ed,lab −
√
Ecool,lab)
2
(2.21)
where Ecool,lab is the eletron energy orresponding to the eletron veloity math-
ing the one of the ions, measured in the laboratory frame, and Ed,lab is the energy
dierene of the detuned eletron beam with respet to Ecool,lab, also measured in
the laboratory frame. Both energies have to be spae harge orreted aording
to equation 2.18 and 2.19.
The measured rate has to be orreted in order to take into aount that in the
merging and demerging regions an angle between the two beams ours and there-
fore the relative energies are dierent than in the straight interation region. This
so-alled toroidal orretion (see hapter 4) typially leads to a higher rate oe-
ient than initially measured. In order to ompare the theoretial reombination
ross setion σ with the experimental rate oeient the former has to be onvo-
luted with the eletron veloity distribution (see equation 2.17) in the enter-of-
mass-frame
α(vd) =
∫ ∞
0
σ(v)vf(vd,
−→v )d3v =< σv >vd . (2.22)
Considering equation 2.17 one is able to distinguish the eletron temperatures from
the measured line width using tting routines where the eletron temperatures are
kept as free parameters [29℄.
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2.3 Aeleration and storage ring failities at the
MPI-K
2.3.1 Aelerator faility at the MPI-K
At the Max-Plank-Institute for Nulear Physis three aelerators with exhange-
able ion soures (see g. 2.9) are used to produe ion beams for the heavy-ion Test
Storage Ring (TSR). Two aelerators are based on the Van-de-Graa priniple,
where a high voltage platform is harged to several million volts by a rotating
pelletron hain. The so alled MP-Tandem aelerator requires negative ions as
preursors, so that the nal beam is then produed by harge transfer in a gas
target loated in the middle of the aeleration distane on the high voltage plat-
form. In ontrast the ISSI aelerator is a single ended Van-de-Graa aelerator
whih an reah up to 3 MV. Here, the ions are produed diretly in the desired
harge state by a soure mounted on the high voltage terminal inside the steel
tank. The High Current Injetor (HCI) onsists of a 6 m long radiofrequeny-
quadrupole (RFQ) setion followed by eight drift tubes with seven aelerating
gaps [51℄. Employing the fousing eet of this quadrupole struture yields to high
urrents and prevents in partiular the slow beam to blow up through intra-beam
repulsion. Subsequent to these aelerators a post-aelerator allows to inrease
Figure 2.9: The MPI-K aelerator faility. On the right hand side the ISSI used
for the HF+ ion pair measurement, in the middle the MP-Tandem whih was
used for the HF+ DR measurements (HF+(B)), above the High Current Injetor
(HCI) whih was used with the post aelerator (top left) for the HD
+
and H
+
3 ion
pair measurements. Right top inside the squares the loation of the high voltage
platform of the used ion soures (HF+(A), HF+(B), HD+ and H+3 ). Down left
the TSR faility were the measurements took plae. Attahed to the TSR is the
Coulomb Explosion Imaging (CEI) beamline (f [33℄)
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further the beam energy before reahing the TSR.
For the experiments presented in this work the following soures have been used
with the aelerator faility: In the HD
+
as well as the H
+
3 measurement the so
alled CHORDIS (Cold or HOt Reex Disharge Ions Soure) ion soure was used.
Thereby the ions were diretly produed from an H2 and D2 gas mixture in the
ase of HD
+
and H2 gas only for H
+
3 . Subsequently the ions were aelerated to a
nal energy of 5.19 MeV using the HCI and the downstream following post ael-
erator. Later experiments on the ion pair formation of HF
+
were performed with
the ISSI aelerator equipped with a penning soure. Here the energy is limited to
2.6 MeV. so that the ions had to be further aelerated inside the storage ring by
using the synhrotron mode of the TSR [43℄ and to reah the desired nal energy.
2.3.2 The ion storage ring TSR
The TSR is a magneti storage ring with ultrahigh vauum (UHV) onditions (p
≃ 5 × 10−11 mbar) and a irumferene of approximately 55.4 m. The losed
orbit is provided by the magneti eld of eight dipole magnets with a deetion
of 45
◦
eah. They are grouped pairwise with a small straight setion in between.
Between eah group are long straight setions, where the beam injetion and ex-
tration, eletron ooling, the beam diagnostis, the radiofrequeny (RF) avity
and the experimental setup are plaed (see g. 2.10). The stored beam is foussed
using quadrupole magnets in doublet and triplet onguration. With this ring
setup ion beams with a maximum rigidity Bρ of 1.5 Tm an be stored.
For a stored ion beam the Shottky pikup is one diagnosti instrument, whih al-
lows to measure the ion beam revolution frequeny. This is done using ylindrial
pikups surrounding the ion beam. With this assembly the AC omponent of the
ion beam an be measured diretly in order to reonstrut the revolution frequeny
and its spread. The frequeny spread is a measure for the momentum spread of
the ion beam. A ooled ion beam has a typial frequeny spread of ∆f/f ∼ 10−4.
Using rest gas ionization by the ion beam it is possible to determine the hor-
izontal and vertial beam position in the beam tube. This is done using a homo-
geneous transverse and vertial eletrial eld to map the ion beam position on
position sensitive detetors (resistive anode). This so alled Beam Prole Monitor
(BPM) an in priniple also be used to reord the ion beam urrent as for instane
applied in atomi lifetime measurement [21℄ or dieletroni reombination exper-
iments on atomi ions (f. [24℄). Another instrument to measure the urrent is
a DC transformer where the indued signal on the ion urrent monitor (see g.
2.10) is measured diretly as a urrent equivalent value. However, both methods
are often not appliable for moleular beams beause of the low intensity of the
ion beams whih are mostly limited either by the ion prodution. Also, in parti-
ular the neutral partile detetors at the BAMBI-beamline an only be exposed
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Figure 2.10: The Test Storage Ring at the Max-Plank-Institute for Nulear
Physis. The beam is injeted at the right hand side (blue arrow). In the next
straight setion the ooling eletron beam (red) from the Eletron ooler is merged
with the beam. The following dipole magnet enloses a detetor hamber. In the
next straight setion follows the eletron target (in red the eletron beam) inlud-
ing the experimental area, with the dipole hamber for the DEMON and MIDAS
detetors as well as the BAMBI- setup for neutral produts. Finally the diagnos-
ti straight setion with the Shottky Pik-up and the BPM. Also drawn but not
disussed in this work is the extration beamline at the injetion. In this beamline
Coulomb-Exposion-Imaging (CEI) measurement an be performed (e.g. [33℄).
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to a limited ount rate. The ion pair detetor on the other side an handle high
ount rates and therefore, if high intensity ion beams as in the ase of HD
+
and
H
+
3 are available, a ombination of DC measurement and the restgas indued DE
rate deteted at a detetor loated inside the TSR (MIDAS, see next hapter and
[57℄) an be used to obtain an absolute alibration of the ion beam urrent (see
hapter 4). Nevertheless although a high intensity beam was available in the HF
+
ion pair measurement only the MIDAS-detetor was used to reord the ion urrent
as disussed separately in hapter 5.
A unique tool at the TSR is the twin eletron beam setup. Here two eletron
beams an be merged independently with the ion beam to provide very stable ion
beam onditions and to simultaneously ondut high preision measurements of
the rate oeients. Beam dragging an thus be redued to a minimum, in par-
tiular approahing low relative energies [26℄. Sine 2003 the eletron target has
been in operation at the TSR. The older longitudinal and transversal tempera-
tures reahed by the eletron target, results in a better energy resolution ompared
to the eletron ooler, so that latter was sine then mainly used to ool the ion
beam and dene its energy (see below).
2.3.3 The eletron beam setup at the TSR
The energy resolution depends on the energy spread of the eletron beam, whih
is highly sensitive to the prodution method of the eletron beam (see hapter
2.1). For the twin eletron setup of the TSR one has the following situation:
The eletron ooler is mounted perpendiular to the TSR plane and is equipped
with a thermal athode produing the eletron beam, whih is guided in and out
of the TSR with a magneti guiding eld. The eletron beam is expanded by a
fator ξ of 9.6. The eletron ooler provides typial eletron urrents of a few mA
and densities ne,cooler of approximately 2× 107 m−3. Transverse and longitudinal
temperatures kT⊥ ≈ 10.0 meV and kT‖ ≈ 0.1 meV are ahieved. For the eletron
target two dierent types of athodes are available: On one hand a thermioni
athode and on the other hand a photoathode. In both setups the eletrons are
detahed from the emitter material using an extrating voltage. Then the beam
is magnetially expanded by a fator ξ between 10 and 50 and further aelerated
using a set of eletrodes mounted in the target aeleration setion (see [26℄). The
beam is guided in and out of the TSR using toroidal magnets (see [26℄) and the
expansion is adapted to the needs of the respetive experiment.
Depending on this setting, typial densities in the range of ne,target ≈ 1-5×106cm−3
are reahed. The dierene of the two types of athodes lies in the prodution
mehanism. For the termioni athode a relatively high urrent is applied on the
athode material (Ica = 1.25 mA) whih leads to athode temperatures of Tcath ≈
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1000 K. In ontrast, the photoathode material (GaAs-samples) is ooled down
to liquid nitrogen temperatures and the eletrons are emitted from the samples
using laser light. The resulting temperatures are typially one order of magnitude
lower. (Tcath ≈ 100K). This dierene is reeted omparing the longitudinal and
transversal temperatures. While the thermioni athode leads to temperatures of
kT⊥ ≈ 2.0 meV and kT‖ ≈ 0.045 meV respetively, the photoathode temperatures
are kT⊥ ≈ 0.5 meV and kT‖ ≈ 0.03 meV. Nevertheless both types of athodes have
smaller temperatures than the ooler and therefore the resolution of the target,
desribed by equation 2.17, is more independent of the eletron soure. This also
shows up if the ooling performane of both devies is ompared like it is shown in
g. 2.11. Taken everything into aount it explains the preferene for the target
setion for all moleular experiments.
Downstream of the eletron target various detetors are installed awaiting neutral
and harged fragments oming from the interation setion. Neutral fragments are
deteted in the Beamline for Advaned Moleular Breakup Investigations (BAMBI)
where several detetors are loated. A amera system mounted about 12 m from
the interation region allows moleular breakup imaging (for details see [72℄) and
for measurement of the DR and DE rate oeient two surfae barrier detetors are
available [33; 61℄. Positive fragments are deteted with the MIDAS detetor [57℄
already in the TSR dipole hamber [31℄ loated downstream the eletron target,
while the negative fragments are measured using the DEMON-detetor desribed
in the following.
Figure 2.11: Comparison of the horizontal ooling time of CF
+
of the eletron
ooler and eletron target. Fitting of the exponential deay leads to the ooling
times τecool = 13.5 s and τetarget = 4.4 s respetively.
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Chapter 3
Detetion of strongly deeted ions
Many of the moleular ollisions disussed in hapter 2 lead to ioni produt han-
nels with fragments of strongly dierent harge-to-mass ratio as ompared to the
initial moleular ion. The detetion of these fragments ions imposes a number of
new hallenges to the storage ring tehnique, as in many ases they require a spe-
ial set of detetion devies. This is aused by the strong inuene of the storage
ring beam optis on these fragment ions and their orresponding large exursions
from the stored beam orbit. The next setions give an outline of the detetion
system reated for enlarging the range of ioni fragments aessible in experiments
at the TSR.
Figure 3.1: Shemati top view of the dipole hamber loated downstream the ele-
tron target. The horizontally movable DEMON-detetor (bottom) is operating in
the range κ smaller than one.
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3.1 Magneti fragment seletion
In eletron-ion ollision experiments the energy release is in the eV range and
therefore small ompared to the ion beam energy whih is in the MeV region.
Then the produt ions remain lose to their original trajetory in the straight
setions of the TSR. In the following dipole magnet (of indutane B) they are
separated aording to their orbital radius (see gure 3.1)
r =
mv
qB
(3.1)
as given by their mass m, harge q and veloity v. A useful parameter to relate
the harge to mass ratio of produt and ion is κ [57℄, dened as
κ =
qp/mp
qi/mi
, (3.2)
where p indiates the produts and i the original irulating ion.
So one an dene the radius of the produts rp in the dipole eld as a funtion
of κ by
rp(κ) =
ri
κ
(3.3)
where ri = 1.15 m for the TSR. Due to the dependene of the radius on the harge,
movable detetors are needed for fragment detetion. For neutral fragments the
detetors an be installed in a xed position (see g. 3.1).
For produts from atomi ion speies (mp = mi ±me− ≈ mi, beause me ≪ mi)
the (κ < 1) -range orresponds to a apture of an eletron (qp < qi), whereas
produts of an ionization proess have κ > 1 (qp > qi). These ases are overed by
the MIDAS detetor [57℄ outside the magneti eld of the dipole. The moleular
ase is muh more diult, beause a wide spetrum of masses and harge states
in the produts is possible. For harged fragments the required detetion radius is
mass dependent and lies in the range of κ > 1 for DE and κ < −1 for IPF, while
for neutrals κ is zero. For the latter the BAMBI beamline an be used (see [72℄),
whereas for κ with 1 < κ ≤ 3/2 the MIDAS detetor an be used [57℄. Fragments
with κ > 3/2 and κ < −1 were not detetable with the existing detetor setup.
In summary, there are four dierent ategories of κ for a positive ion beam. The
star marks κ ranges whih were not aessible before the installation of the new
detetor setup:
κ < 0 : Negative fragments and reloaded atomi ion produts *O
κ = 0 : Neutral fragments
1/2 ≤ κ ≤ 3/2 : Positive moleular fragments, atomi ion produts
3/2 < κ : Light positive moleular fragments *O
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Figure 3.2: Shemati view from top and outside of the TSR onto the dipole ham-
ber. In the right upper orner the detetor forseen for light positive fragments (b),
on the bottom the DEMON detetor for negative fragments (a).
3.2 The DEMON detetor
As part of the equipment of the TSR eletron target, two positions have been in-
luded in the design of the downstream dipole hamber for deteting the moleular
breakup in light harged fragments: one inside the TSR overing the light positive
fragment (3/2 < κ) and one outside for the negative fragment detetion (κ ≤ −1)
(see gure 3.2). To over a wide κ range, eah detetor has to be movable. A single
detetor setup has been designed by Wissler [31℄. Within this work, this setup was
onstruted, installed and taken into operation. It was hosen to assemble this
detetor on the outer position ((a) in gure 3.2) in order to give aess to a new
moleular proess not studied at the TSR before, namely ion pair formation (IPF).
Only a negative fragment provides a lear signature of IPF (see hapter 2). This
detetor, alled DEMON  DEtetor for MOleular Negative fragments  (see g.
3.3) was installed in 2005 and will be disussed in detail in the following.
3.2.1 The hardware of the detetor setup
The basi layout of the setup onsists of a vauum hamber, a translation stage and
manipulator arm (see g. 3.3) separated from the TSR by a UHV-valve (i). An ion
getter pump is mounted on top of the vauum hamber (ii) (see also gure 3.4(a)),
whereas a Ti-sublimation pump is installed on the bottom (see gure 3.4(a),(ii))
in order to provide the vauum in the order of 10−10 mbar, required in order not to
disturb the vauum onditions in the TSR. On the front side a small manipulator
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Figure 3.3: The DEMON detetor as a drawing (a) and as a photograph (b). (i)
The valve dividing the dipole hamber from the detetor, followed by the detetor
vauum hamber (see also g. 3.4) (ii). Following this hamber is the bellow (iii),
with the manipulator arm inside (not visible), whih is mounted on the bak (iv).
Both are xed on the slide on the left (v), whih is installed on the translation
stage (vi).
for a titanium over for the detetion system (see setion below) is plaed, whih
an be ontrolled by looking through a vauum window of the hamber (see gure
3.4(a,v)). An
241
Am α emitter is loated inside the hamber (see gure 3.4(b))
to hek the funtionality of the detetion system. The latter onsists of the
manipulator arm, a hollow pipe mounted on the inner side of a bellow (gure
3.3(iii,iv)). The inner side of the tube is on atmosphere, while the spae between
bellow and tube is kept under ultra high vauum. On the front end of the tube
the ore of the system, the sintillation rystal is loated. It is separated from the
airside by a welded window. The whole movable setup is installed on a slide (v)
thus allowing hanges of the horizontal position of the detetor. Furthermore the
detetion system onsists of a light guide and a photomultiplier (see gure 3.7).
Spei details on the detetion of the partiles with this setup will be given in
the following setion.
3.2.2 Operating priniple of the DEMON detetor
Due to the fat that only one negative fragment an be formed in the ollision of
a moleular ion with the eletron beam, the detetor for these partiles does not
require a mass resolution. This allows the usage of a fast sintillating rystal as
the rst detetion stage, as it is also used in the MIDAS-setup [57℄. While nor-
mally a photomultiplier tube (PMT) is following suh a rystal, in the DEMON
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Figure 3.4: (a) the vauum
hamber, with the ion get-
ter pump (i), the Ti subli-
mation pump (ii), vauum
gauge (iii), pumping valve
(iv), the manipulator for
the titanium over and the
vauum window (v). (b)
the
241
Am α soure and the
soure holder seen through
the window (a,v).
setup a lightguide follows. This is neessary as the detetor is operating in the
dipole hamber and therefore inside the magneti eld of the dipole. In this eld
of around 1 T no photomultiplier tube is usable.
The YAP:Ce sintillating rystal
Detetor material studies for the usage in ultra high vauum [31℄ led to the dei-
sion for the non-hygrosopi Cer-doped Yttrium-Aluminum-Perowskit (YAP:Ce)-
rystal, whih has a high photon yield, fast deay time (25-30ns) and emits pho-
tons at 330 to 380 nm wavelength with a maximum at 350 nm [77℄. The rystal
is housed in a titanium box (see g. 3.5) whih is open in beam diretion and in
diretion of the photon detetion system. The beam-side opening is overed with
a 0.75 µm thik aluminum foil. This foil was forseen to shield stray light. The
detetor worked well with this setup for the ion pair measurement for HD
+
and
H
+
3 . During tests with a CF
+
beam, deteting the negative ion pair fragment F
−
,
no lear signature of the harged fragment was visible. Although this fragment
with its initial energy of 1.83 MeV deposits an energy of 0.71 MeV on the rystal,
only an overall rise of the ountrate ould be observed. In the pulse height spe-
trum the F
−
peak was not distinguishable from the bakground. Subsequently,
the aluminum foil was removed (for more details on these measurements with and
without foil see hapter 3.5).
The rystal holder box itself is mounted on the vauum side of the detetor setup.
The sintillation rystal is pressed onto the surfae of a UHV-window, whih
sreens the vauum side from the atmosphere side (see gure 3.6), using a spring
to optimize the ontat of both in that way, that the light loss due to a slit is mini-
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Figure 3.5: Vertial ut through the
rystal holder. It shows (i) the titanium
box, (ii) the aluminum oating, (iii)
aluminum foil, (iv) titanium frame and
(v) the rystal itself. On the right:
the ight diretion of the ions onto the
detetion system.
Figure 3.6: Detetor head as used in
the setup. (a) Front view; from left
to right, the YAP:Ce rystal whih is
pressed with a spring (not drawn here)
onto the sreening glass whih is welded
inside a stainless steel tube. (b) Top
view; the arrow indiates the path of the
ions.
mized. The dimensions of the rystal itself are 30 × 30 × 10 mm3. The top and the
side-surfaes are polished and oated with aluminum (thikness = 0.1µm) suh as
to reet all light to the bottom surfae, where it is oupled out. After passing the
vauum window the light enters the light detetion system. Two possible readout
setups are available for DEMON, whih will be disussed in the following.
Ethylene glyol based liquid lightguide
One possibility to detet the photons emitted by the rystal is a lightguide-
photomultiplier setup. Therein the lightguide is a unique design speially adapted
to the needs in the DEMON setup. It is based on the priniple of total reetion
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at the boundary surfae of ethylene glyol and teon. The basi onstrution was
performed in 2002 ([31℄). At that time the lightguide onsisted of a teon tube
loked on both sides with UV-grade quartz glass ylinders with diameters of 26
mm and lengths of around 50 mm. The glass ylinders were xed to the teon
tube with speially developed plasti hose lips. Unfortunately the dierene in
thermal expansion oeients of the teon tube and the ethylene glyol were not
ompensated in this assembly, suh that temperature hange aused leakage of
ethylene glyol. The loss of light guiding liquid resulted in reation of air bubbles
whih dereased the transmission of the lightguide. In order to ompensate the
dierene in expansion oeients of liquid and teon a new design of the light-
guide was developed. It is based on the original setup, but enloses the teon tube
in a stainless steel housing, whih is equipped with a bellow to ompensate the
dierene in thermal expansion oeient between liquid and teon tube. This
new housing required an exhange of one of the two glass ylinders with a 20 mm
longer one in order to get ontat to the vauum window (see g. 3.7). On both
sides the glass ylinders are xed by a gasket ring and a srew ap. With this
onstrution it was possible to seal the lightguide. The lightguide is then lled
Figure 3.7: The lightguide setup as used in the DEMON detetor assembly.
Figure 3.8: The APD setup as used in the DEMON detetor assembly.
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with 10
◦
C old ethylene glyol, whih before lling is kept for 20 min under a
pressure of 1 mbar in order to evaporate air still dissolved in the liquid.
On the side with the 70 mm ylinder the sintillation light is oupled in and guided
to the opposite side, where it is deteted by the photomultiplier tube (PMT; Hama-
matsu R7056).
Avalanhe Photodiode (APD)
Using the lightguide setup low energy heavy fragment hits on the detetor are
diult to distinguish from the bakground rate due to the transmission losses
of the light intensity. Therefore an Avalanhe Photodiode (APD) was tested in
order to get rid of the lightguide and ahieve a better energy resolution. The diode
used was a 5 · 5 mm2 Silion APD from Hamamatsu (APD 4829, idential to the
S8664 series) with a maximum quantum eieny at a wavelength of 600 nm and
a spetral response range from 320 nm to 1000 nm. The measurement priniple is
based on the Avalanhe eet (impat ionization) whih an lead to the Avalanhe
breakdown of the diodes, a form of eletroni urrent multipliation that allows
very large urrents to ow within normally insulation materials. This is used as
the detetion priniple, whereas the APD is reovered after an event whih auses
an avalanhe breakdown by a high series resistor in the ns range. In priniple
one an ahieve ount rates up to 100 MHz with suh a setup. Nevertheless big
tehnial eort has to be applied. This mainly due to the temperature dependent
high dark ount rate and the hanging breakdown voltage. Therefore a very stable
temperature and voltage is needed, whih would in priniple require ative ooling
of the APD and very stable power supplies. Up to now, the APD was operated by
manually ontrolling the voltages and adjusting them to the temperature hanges.
In gure 3.9 the APD as it was used at the TSR is shown. The APD is stiking
Figure 3.9: Photograph of the APD
setup as used during the test measure-
ments.
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Figure 3.10: The rystal holder and the movable triangular titanium over as a
drawing and in real as mounted on the front of the detetor arm.
out of the iruit board to get ontat to the welded window. This is neessary
due to a safety ring (see gure 3.8) in the detetor arm, whih prevents breaking
of the sreening window by mismanipulation of the detetor.
Vertial position of ion pair fragments
While the atomi detetor MIDAS an also be moved along the vertial diretion
to nd the optimum detetor position (see [57℄), this is not possible for DEMON.
In order to gain information about the vertial positions of ion impats on the
sintillator and, if neessary, to adjust the ion beam axis, a triangular-shaped
titanium over is movably mounted on the rystal holder box (gure 3.10). With
this over it is possible to obtain information about the vertial position of the
negative fragments by sanning the horizontal diretion (for details see hapter
3.5). If the beam lies too high or too low in the vertial diretion it is possible to
orret the vertial beam position with the TSR magnets.
3.3 Ioni fragment foussing and steering
As mentioned in the last setion, orretions on the losed orbit of the ion beam an
be neessary, in order to make the detetion of light negative fragments possible.
In the next subsetion the experimental situation for this ase will be explained.
The following subsetion will give an explanation of possible orretions of the
losed orbit.
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3.3.1 Initial experimental situation
The eletron target beam is merged and demerged with the ion beam using two
toroidal guiding elds. These elds disturb the ion beam trajetory in the TSR.
Beause the eletron target is mounted in the horizontal plane of the TSR the
Lorentz fore of the toroid eld goes along the vertial diretion. This disturbane
of the ight path of the initial ion beam an be ompletely ompensated by a pair
of vertial orretion dipole magnets at the entrane and the exit of the interation
region. These pairs are installed symmetrially on both sides of the interation
region. Thus the ion beam passes the rst orretion magnet (KDY1), then the
seond one (KDY2) and then enters the toroid eld. This sheme is reversed at
the exit. Whereas KDY1 produes a magneti eld in the same diretion than
Figure 3.11: Initial situation for the moleule-eletron reation with a light harged
fragments as produts. While the orretion magnets KDY 1 and KDY2 ompen-
sate the deviation of the ion beam (blue), they do not for the light fragments (or-
ange). The fragments are bent to a lower path in the ase for negative fragments.
Additionally the magneti eld of the foussing quadrupoles are set in a way that
the ion beam is well foussed, while the light fragments get overfoussed.
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the toroid, the KDY2 eld has opposite diretion and overompensates the toroid
eld. Careful adjustment of the urrents of KDY1 and KDY2 makes it possible
to ontrol the ion beam position in the vertial diretion and to adjust the ion
trajetory to the intended position (see gure 3.11). For moleular ions the beam
position is monitored with the 3D imaging system loated at the BAMBI beam-
line. There the neutral DR fragments are deteted, giving a projetion of the ion
beam position in the target setion. The monitoring is done during the adjust-
ment using ommerial CCD ameras imaging the phosphor sreen of this system
(see [71; 72℄). Calulation of the enter-of-mass-distribution of the DR fragments
allows ne tuning of the beam axis. An optimal position of the neutrals on the
imaging detetor automatially leads to an optimal position of the harged frag-
ments on the DEMON detetor in the ase that the mass ratio of the initial ion
and the fragment independent on the harge is larger than one third. As found
out empirially, the situation hanges dramatially if the mass ratio is equal or
smaller than one third. In this ase the light fragments are strongly deeted in
the toroid at the exit side of the target (see gure 3.11). Therefore they leave the
homogeneous eld of the following orretion magnet KDY2. The next orretion
magnet whih normally bends the ions bak to their original path is not able to
do this anymore. In ontrary, due to its upwards direted fore on the ions, the
fragments are bent down again. Finally this leads to a very low path. Thus the
ions are not able to enter the entrane gap of the dipole hamber (gure 3.11). In
order to orret this path, orretions of the ion beam orbit have to be applied,
Figure 3.12: Vertial spread of an H
+
3 ion beam (a) and negative ion pair fragment
H
−
(b) due to the quadrupoles in the dipole hamber (at 5.5m) taking no toroid
and KDY elds into aount;( (i) and (ii) quadrupoles, (iii) entrane of the dipole
hamber and (iv) detetion plae of the fragments). The situation in (b) equals the
one after the losed orbit orretions have been applied, while (a) shows the initial
situation. The diameter of the H
−
one is larger than 50 mm at the detetion
point, therefore only a fration of the produts an hit the sintillator rystal [50℄.
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whih also hange the fragment trajetory.
In addition to this strong deetion, the fragment beam spreads due to the TSR's
foussing quadrupole magnets. These elds are adjusted in suh a way that the
spread of the stored ion beam is minimized (see g. 3.12). For harged fragments
these settings of the quadrupoles lead to a spatial dispersion inside the dipole
hamber whih an exeed the rystal height. In gure 3.12 the situation is shown
for the initial beam as well as for light fragments assuming a trajetory initially
entered in the beam pipe. In gure 3.11 this eet is shematially inluded for
these low mass moleular harged fragments.
In experiments suh as those presented in hapter 4.3 various orretions have been
applied in order to gain reasonable results. In the following the losed orbit orre-
tion will be presented, while the foussing eet has to be orreted analytially,
whih will be shortly mentioned in a dediated hapter.
3.3.2 Closed orbit orretions for light-fragment measure-
ments
For imaging as well as for DR rate experiments it is neessary for the ion beam
trajetory to be entered in the horizontal and vertial plane. While the horizon-
tal position an be orreted by hanging the rigidity of the ring by inreasing or
dereasing the main dipole eld, the vertial position is orreted by the vertial
orretion magnets. As mentioned earlier, MIDAS is the detetor of hoie in the
ase of the harged fragments leaving the dipole eld. In this ase no hanges have
to be applied at all, beause MIDAS is movable in horizontal and vertial dire-
tions. For DEMON it depends on the mass of the fragment whether orretions
have to be applied or not. Assuming a beam well adjusted in that way that the
neutral fragments are entered in the BAMBI beamline, no orretions have to be
done if the mass of the fragments is greater than one third of the initial ion mass,
whereas for the lighter masses orretions have to be applied as has been found
out empirially. This an be done in two ways: by a vertial shift of the ion beam
trajetory or by introdution of an angle in vertial diretion.
The vertial shift will be applied in the setions following the orretion magnets
KDY. Thereby four vertial orretion dipoles are needed. Eah of them is lo-
ated in between the quadrupole pairs in front of and after a main bending dipole
magnet pair. Thus the orretion magnets aet the orbit from after the eletron
target until the injetion setion, where the beam is bent bak onto its original
orbit. This alulation of this orbit orretion is shown in gure 3.13 [50℄. As
an be seen the ion beam is bent upwards by the rst orretion magnet in front
of the detetion hamber inside the dipole eld. In the straight setion following
the dipole pair the rst vertial orretion magnets are used in order to bend the
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beam to a path parallel to the original orbit, while the seond is used to bend
the beam downwards to this orbit. To bring the ions bak to their original orbit,
the orretion magnet following the seond dipole pair is needed. The ion beam is
then kept untouhed until the ions again reah the exit of the seond KDY pair.
The orretion has to be done arefully, heking the storing and ooling proper-
ties after eah hange. One an optimal setting for beam storing and ooling as
well as fragment deteting is found, the settings are kept onstant over the whole
experimental period.
Another way to allow the detetion of light harged fragments is the introdution
of an ion beam inlination in vertial diretion. In this ase a sinusoidal hange is
applied (see gure 3.13). Therefore the same orretion magnets an be used as
disussed before, with the dierene that the seond and third orretion magnets
do not bend the ion beam onto a path parallel to its original orbit. In this ase the
seond orretion dipole bends the beam bak in the opposite diretion, suh that
the ions ross the vertial oordinate of their original orbit. The last orretion
magnet then bends the beam bak onto its initial orbit. The same are about
preservation of storing and ooling properties of the TSR has to be applied than
for the vertial shift. Likewise the settings are kept onstant during the experi-
ments.
As it turned out during the ion pair measurement of H
+
3 , an additional angle in
the eletron target region provided by the KDY inreases the detetion eieny
(see hapter 4). In this ase the eletron beam trajetory of the eletron target
was hanged by modifying the target's guiding eld.
Figure 3.13: Calulations of the vertially orreted orbit of the ion beam. In this
ase the manipulation of the losed orbit by the orretion dipoles (light blue) are
applied after the eletron target (0 m). In light orange the position of the storage
ring deeting magnets; (a) shows as a orretion by appliation of an angle, while
(b) shows the vertial shifting method. The arrow indiates the detetor position.
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3.4 Data aquisition setup
Settings like the ooler setup or the magneti elds of the target are kept stati
during moleular experiments. These settings are ontrolled via the MPI-EUNet
system, whih onsists of several remote slave units with digital and remote I/O
onneted to a networking master by serial wires or optial bers. Eah slave
houses multiple digital analog in- and outputs. For ontrolling all the parameters of
the EUNet a unied lient-interfae (HSI-Pult) is used. the data aquisition system
(mileDAQ, [57℄) is used deoupled from this interfae. It ontrols all the needed
experimental parameters whih are not neessarily xed, like injetion times for
the TSR or the variation of the eletron beam energy, and reads out all the involved
instruments, e.g. the detetor ounts.
3.4.1 Detetion system eletronis
Before starting a rate measurement the DEMON and MIDAS detetors are tested
and set up using
241
Am α-soures, whih are loated in the vauum hambers of
eah setup (e.g. see g. 3.4). While the detetion system of MIDAS is desribed
elsewhere [57℄, the system of DEMON will be desribed here in more detail. It
onsists of the hardware for the signal onvolution, as well as of the ontrolling
and signal ounting VME omputer unit.
The light pulses from the rystal of the DEMON setup are deteted by a photo-
multiplier tube whose signals are direted to a preamplier. The output of this
amplier is then direted to a spetrosopi amplier (SA), where the ingoing sig-
nal is ltered and whose outgoing signal is split. On one hand the latter is inserted
into a delay amplier. The amplied signal is fed into a 16 bit peak sensing ADC.
The latter is gated by a single hannel analyzer (SCA) whih ensures that the sig-
nal amplitude lies within a ertain intended window and thus allows bakground
suppression. A seond logi output of the SCA is onneted to a 250 MHz 32-
hannel multisaler, where also the eletron urrents and voltages of ooler and
target, the BPM rate, the DC signal, the normalization ountrate from the MIDAS
detetor, and timing information from an external lok are reorded. The saler,
the ADC, but also the digital I/O are ontrolled by a VME omputer system whih
is installed as a DAQ frontend [57℄.
3.4.2 Measurement sheme
For all moleular reombination measurements at the TSR the following sheme
has been established. Depending on the needs of the spei measurement the
eletron gun potential of the target is set to a start value, followed by the request
for an ion beam injetion by sending a TTL signal from the VME front-end to
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the ring ontrol. After the injetion is done a onrmation signal from the ring
ontrol is read bak, whih starts the measurement yle. This yle onsists of a
preooling step and a wobble sheme whih ontains a ooling, a referene and
a measurement step, where eah step an have dierent duration and repetition
rates:
 the preooling step gives the eletron ooler and/or the eletron target
some time for intrinsi and phase spae ooling of the ion beam. Normally
the eletron ooler is kept for the entire measurement at ooling energy, thus
setting the eletron target to the ooling ondition might not be neessary.
This means, the target an in some situations assist the ooler and help to
redue the total ooling time.
 during the ooling step the eletron target is set to ooling energy for
interstage ooling if the ooling energies are mathing.
 the rate measured in the referene step is either taken for normalization
or bakground substration (rest gas DE) of the rate of the measurement
step. The energy is mostly hosen in suh a way that the expeted eletron
indued rate at this energy is low or zero (for more details see hapter 4
and 5). The energy is like at the ooling step kept onstant throughout all
measurement yles inluded in one run. In speial experimental situations
several suh referene measurements an be inluded in the wobble-sheme.
 The energy in the measurement step is varied from measurement yle to
measurement yle and the measured rate in this step is bakground sub-
trated, normalized and orretions are applied to the energy and the rate
itself (see hapter 3.4.3). As a result one gains the rate aording to equation
2.20, where the information of the ion urrent is taken from the ooling or
referene step (fore more details see hapter 4 and 5).
While the preooling step has a typial duration of a few seonds, eah step of the
wobble yle is of only a few ms. After eah voltage jump the data aquisition
waits for 5 ms to allow the HV-power supply to reah its setpoint. The voltages,
the repetition rate and the durations of the steps are given by the experimenter
in a onguration le, whih is imported into the measurement ontrol program
mileDAQ (for more details see [57℄). The data-aquisition (DAQ) software sweeps
through all saler and ADC hannels and writes the data to a raw le.
The sheme used in the desribed way has the advantage of not being limited by
the ion beam lifetime but has the disadvantage that long-term variations of the
restgas pressure due to the dierent measurement energies lead to variations of the
beam lifetime and the bakground rate, depending on the position of the energy
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san. This is aused by the fat that for eah position of an energy san an new
injetion has to be done. This kind of measurement proedure an take several
hours for a given energy interval.
3.4.3 General data proessing proedure
The raw data are transformed into histogram les by mainly using two programs.
The rst one was used for the experiments on HD
+
and H
+
3 measurements (see
hapter 4), while the seond was used for the HF
+
raw data (hapter 5). For-
mer is alled md2h., whih transforms to so alled hbook les usable with the
PAW analysis framework [65℄. This les were used in the online ontrol of the
experiment, while for the oine analysis these les were further onverted to the
data format of ROOT [66℄ whih is the dediated new data analysis framework for
all measurements done at the TSR. In the HF
+
experiments a new maro alled
md2root. [60℄ was used, diretly reating ROOT les. In the following the major
steps for the oine analysis of all measurements will be presented. Spei details
of eah measurement will be laid out in a dediated hapter.
Count rate reording
For all measurements in the present work pulse hight spetra of moleular fragment
indued detetor events are taken. In order to gain the detetor ountrate out of
this data, a window in a ertain range of the ADC spetrum was hosen and the
spetrum was integrated in these bounderies. This gives the ountrate for eah
step and energy. These raw ounts are not normalized to the total measuring time
at this point.
Normalization with respet of time
For eah step the duration of the measurement is sent to the saler by using a 10
MHz lok, whose pulses are ounted during the data aquisition. The raw detetor
ounts of DEMON are then divided by the time whih was spent at eah step. In
order to gain a rough estimation of the measured rate during the measurement in
the online analysis software this raw spetrum is divided to the MIDAS rate at
ooling energy as it is shown eg. in g. 4.1.
Normalization with respet of the ion urrent
In the rst step after time normalization in the oine analysis the DEMON ount
rate has to be normalized to the ion urrent. This is normally done by transforming
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the measured time normalized rate of MIDAS to an ion urrent equivalent (for more
details see setion 4). This leads to an ion urrent normalized rate
Rion(E) =
R
DEMON
(E)
Iion(RMIDAS)
L
l
(3.4)
with the rate R
DEMON
from DEMON, R
MIDAS
from MIDAS and the length ratio
L/l of the whole irumferene and the overlap of ion and eletron beam. Nor-
malization of this rate by the eletron density ne results in the rate oeient
α(E).
Normalization to the eletron density
The eletron density is alulated aording to
ne =
Ie
eξπr2cathβγ
(3.5)
with the radius rcath of the thermioni athode being rtc = 0.8 mm (used for the
experiments presented in hapter 4) or, for the photoathode rpc = 1.5 mm. ξ is the
expansion, γ = (Erel+E0,e)/E0,e, where Erel is dened as the relative energy with
respet to the ooling energy E0,e, β =
√
1− 1/γ2, γ the Lorenz fator and Ie the
eletron urrent. The eletron urrent was measured using a urrent to frequeny
onverter and reorded using the saler. The rate oeient α is omputed in
dependene of the eletron impat energy in the laboratory frame by
α(E) =
Rion(E)
ne
(3.6)
Transformation into the enter-of-mass-frame
The onversion of the lab-energy frame to the enter-of-mass frame needs preise
knowledge of the ion beam energy and therefore for the spae harge orreted
ooling energy of the eletron target. This is obtained by doing an energy san
around the expeted ooling energy in the lab frame. The ooling energy was
then found by mapping the rate strutures found at negative and positive relative
veloities respetively. After this step as a further orretion the inuene of the
eletron target toroids has to be taken into aount.
Toroid eet orretion
In the merging and demerging setions of the eletron and the ion beam, their
is a non-vanishing angle between
−→ve and −→vi . This results in a relative veloity
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vetor
−→vd dierent from that in the ollinear interation region. This results in
an eetively inreased ollision energy. This eet an be orreted if a map of
the magneti eld is used [26℄ together with a deonvolution method, whih is
desribed by Lampert et al [2℄.
Cross setion
The ross setion is nally derived by a simple division of the rate oeient with
the orresponding relative veloity vd(E) for eah measured point. This is valid
as long as the energy at whih the ross setion is alulated is greater than the
eletron temperature kBT⊥. One obtains
σexp(E) =
αexp(E)
vd(E)
. (3.7)
3.5 Systems studied in the present work
Dierent systems were studied in the present work, whose preparatory test mea-
surements will be presented in this hapter. These tests were used in order to
gain information about detetion eieny and energy resolution of the two pos-
sible light detetion systems for the photons emitted by the YAP:Ce sintillation
rystal as well as about fragment beam positions on the detetors in the various
experiments.
Eletron-ion ollisions of HD
+
In the ase of HD
+
two ion pair fragmentation hannels are possible:
HD
+ + e− → HD∗∗ →
{
D
− + H+
H
− +D+
}
(E > 1.913 eV) (3.8)
Both hannels are energetially aessible at a threshold ollision energy of 1.913 eV.
In gure 3.14 the ross setion for both hannels measured at CRYRING is shown.
Eletron-ion ollisions of H
+
3
In the ollision experiments of H
+
3 two ion pair hannels are energetially possible.
One is aessible at 5.4 eV, while the seond opens at 8.1 eV:
H
+
3 + e
− → H∗∗3 →
{
H
− + H+2 (E > 5.4 eV )
H
− + H+ + H (E > 8.1 eV )
(3.9)
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Figure 3.14: The ion pair formation
ross setion of both hannels of HD
+
;
measured at CRYRING [3℄.
Figure 3.15: The ion pair forma-
tion ross setion of H
+
3 ; measured at
CRYRING [54℄.
The ross setion of the total H
−
fragments for both hannels measured at CRYRING
is shown in gure 3.15.
Eletron-ion ollisions of HF
+
In the ase of HF
+
diret and indiret ion pair formation are possible leading to
the following reation paths
HF
+(v = 0) + e− → HF∗∗ → H+ + F− (3.10)
HF
+(v = 0) + e− → HFRydnv → HF∗∗ → H+ + F− (3.11)
An energeti threshold is predited at 17 meV, but due to rotational exitation of
about 25 meV at room temperature and the limited energy resolution, it is not
observable in the storage ring tehnique up to now.
3.5.1 Ion beam onditions
Table 3.2 gives an overview of the basi onditions for the above mentioned ion-
eletron ollision studies. They will be presented in detail in hapters 4 and 5,
but the preparatory test measurements will be presented here, inluding the tests
with the α soure. The experiments with the di- and triatomi hydrogen ions as
well as the α partile measurement were performed with the stray light protetive
aluminum foil in front of the rystal, while the APD test as well as the ion pair
formation of the hydrogen uoride ion and another test with the α soure were
performed without this foil. As mentioned earlier, the foil was removed due to the
unsatisfatory results in a test using CF
+
.
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Ion Eion Ee ne Cooler used Cooling time Ion soure Deteted fragment and energy
(MeV) (keV) (106 cm−3) (s) and gas deposited energy on rystal
HD
+
5.19 0.944 22.9 yes 1 CHORDIS D
−
(ED− = 3.46 MeV)
H2 & D2 3.43 MeV
H
+
3 5.19 0.944 22.9 yes 1 CHORDIS H
−
(EH− = 1.73 MeV)
H2 1.7 MeV
HF
+
(A) 4.66 0.127 3.3 no 5 Penning F
−
(EF− = 4.43 MeV)
CHF3 4.43 MeV (no foil!)
α α partile (Eα = 5.46 MeV)
soure 5.33 MeV
Table 3.2: Settings as used for the experiments presented in hapters 4 and 5. Listed are the ion beam energy (Eion),
the eletron energy at ooling (Ee), the eletron density (ne), whether the ooler was used or not, the ooling time
and the used gases in the desired ion soure for the experiments presented in this thesis.
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The test measurements start in priniple with the determination of the fragment
beam position using the san proedure with and without the triangular over as
mentioned in hapter 3.2.2. One the detetor is plaed in the right position and
any neessary beam orretions have been applied as desribed in hapter 3.3, pulse
height spetra are taken in order to get a feeling of the detetor performane for the
respetive ioni fragment or α partile. In the following the determination of the
detetor position will be presented followed by the test measurements of the pulse
height spetra. Latter is split into two parts: the rst overs the measurement
with the foil and only the lightguide setup, while the seond part inludes also the
APD, but with the aluminum foil removed, sine only for this measurements the
diode setup was available.
3.5.2 Determination of the negative ioni fragments posi-
tion on the YAP:Ce rystal
As mentioned above the DEMON detetor is not movable in vertial diretion.
To obtain the vertial fragment beam position on the rystal and apply ion beam
orbit orretions if needed, the detetor head is equipped with a triangular metal
plate (see also hapter 3.2). Using this triangle in front of the rystal it is possi-
ble to roughly obtain the vertial position of the fragments on the rystal. The
working priniple is as follows: while the detetor is moved horizontally through
the dipole hamber the ountrate is reorded. Without the triangular over, this
ountrate depends on the horizontal detetor position only. Over the whole range
orresponding to the rystal width fragment hits are measureable (see gure 3.16).
This piture hanges with the over. The spread w in horizontal detetor position
of the ountrate now depends on the vertial position y of the fragment beam:
y = h− w (3.12)
with h being the height of the sensitive detetor area. Aording to this approxi-
mate formula the width of the ount rate peak is linearly depending on the vertial
position of the fragment beam. A narrower ountrate peak with respet to a hori-
zontal detetor san indiates a higher position of the fragments hitting the rystal
(see gure 3.16). This information of the vertial position as well as the expeted
fragment beam spread are ombined in order to deide whether the orbit of the
ion beam has to be hanged in the experiments.
During the experiments and tests rst the fragment position was roughly deter-
mined, followed by a ne san around the deteted point with and without the
triangle. The omparison of both results and the theoretial beam height assign-
ment following equation 3.12, showed in the ase of the HD
+
ion beam (see gure
3.17) that the fragments of the ion pair formation D
−
are hitting the rystal at its
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Figure 3.16: Shematial drawing of the horizontal positions san using the trian-
gular over. (a) shows the rystal overed with the triangle; (b) shows the resulting
ountrate distribution vs. the horizontal detetor position.
lower edge, while the H
−
fragments from the IPF of H
+
3 are hitting the rystal in
its middle (see gure 3.5.2). The F
−
fragments were hitting the rystal relatively
low (see gure 3.5.2). For all three experiments no hange was applied to the
beam orbit. In the ase of D
−
and F
−
fragments the position of the fragments
were aeptable, as their beam spreads were very narrow [50℄. In the ase of the
H
−
no more hanges besides the orretion mentioned in hapter 3.3 were needed.
For ompleteness the results of the position san using the α soure inside the
detetor vauum hamber is shown in gure 3.20. The FWHM is broader than
the rystal width (see hapter 3.2) whih is due to the unollimated α partiles.
The maximum of this peak is the ountrate taken diretly in front of the rystal.
Conventionally this position is taken as the origin of spaes of the detetor setup.
3.5.3 Test measurement with the lightguide setup
Test measurements using a HD
+
ion beam. The ion pair formation of HD
+
leading to the negative D
−
fragment have an energeti threshold. Only above this
energy eletron indued negative fragments are possible (for more details see hap-
ter 4). Therefore pulse height spetra were measured at an energy below and above
this threshold subsequently (threshold method). The D
−
fragment must have an
energy of 3.46 MeV (two thirds of the total energy of 5.19 MeV), whih will be
deposited nearly without any losses on the rystal (see table 3.2). In gure 3.21
these two measurements are plotted in one graph. The red urve for energies
above the threshold shows a lear signature of the eletron indued D
−
fragment.
Additionally a peak at lower energies ours whih is also reprodued in the bak-
ground measurement for energies below the threshold (blak urve). This peak is
exatly at half of the energy of the D
−
peak, whih leads to the presumption that
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Figure 3.17: Horizontal position san with
(red) and without (blak) over using the HD
+
ion pair formation leading to D
−
.
Figure 3.18: Horizontal position san with
(red) and without (blak) over using the H
+
3
ion pair formation leading to H
−
.
Figure 3.19: Horizontal position san with
(red) and without (blak) over using the HF
+
ion pair formation leading to F
−
.
Figure 3.20: Horizontal position san without
over using the α soure.
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this peak is aused by hydrogen atoms. These fragments are aused by residual
gas dissoiative exitation. Thereby the emerging neutral hydrogen atoms over
the whole solid angle and an hit the rystal. For the same reason the tail of the
bakground peak an be explained by neutral D atoms from the rest gas DE. For
the data analysis of the ion pair formation the ADC spetrum was ut at the ADC
values of 1800 and 3200. The area in between (see gure 3.21) was integrated to
give the total signal ountrate. The bakground ountrate was heked several
times during the experiment and was onstant over all runs (see also hapter 4).
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=3.43 MeV-DE Figure 3.21: ADC spetrum of
the D
−
fragment (3.43 MeV en-
ergy deposition on rystal) of the
HD
+
ion pair formation. Blak
urve: bakground measurement
(Ee = 0 eV); red urve: eletron
indued signal (Ee = 3eV).
Test measurements using an H
+
3 ion beam. The ion pair formation pro-
dues H
−
fragments, whih are used in order to perform the measurement of the
pulse height distribution. The same priniple of probing below and above the ion
pair threshold was used (for more details about the ion pair formation of H
+
3 see
hapter 4.3). The deteted H
−
fragments initially have one-third of the total ion
energy of 5.19 MeV. This orresponds to an energy of 1.73 MeV, whih will almost
ompletely be deposited on the rystal (see table 3.2). In gure 3.22 the results
of these measurements are presented. In this ase the bakground measurement
were taken with an eletron-ion energy of 0.7 eV, whereas the eletron indued
fragments were deteted at an energy of 11 eV. For the same reason as disussed
in the previous paragraph the bakground ontains a peak produed by neutral
hydrogen atoms. Due to the fat that neutrals as well as harged fragments have
the same energy, the eletron indued peak lies on top of the bakground peak
(red urve). Therefore the integral of the whole peak were taken in order to get
the ount- and bakground-rate. Also here the bakground was heked several
times during the experiment and was found to be onstant as well. Taking the
vertial fragment beam spread for these light fragments into aount (gure 3.12),
it is lear that the pulse height spetra shown here annot inlude all negative
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fragments. The derived rate had to be saled to a known rate (inluded in the
results presented in hapter 4.3) and absolute rate measurements were therefore
not possible.
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=1.7 MeV-HE Figure 3.22: ADC spetrum of
the H
−
fragment (1.7 MeV en-
ergy deposition on rystal) of the
H
+
3 ion pair formation measure-
ments. Blak urve: bakground
measurement (Ee = 0.7 eV); red
urve: eletron indued signal
(Ee = 11 eV).
Test measurement using the
241
Am α soure. In this ase the α soure
inside the detetor vauum hamber was used to gain information of the perfor-
mane of the detetor setup. The alpha soure emits partiles at two dierent
energies (5.442 and 5.485 MeV [15℄), whih are so lose to eah other that they
are not resolvable by DEMON and were therefore treated as one line. A learly
resolved peak was observed whih was aused by the α partile (red urve in gure
3.23). The blak urve shows the bakground where the detetor was put to a
position far away from the soure. This red urve will later be ompared to the
measurements done without the aluminum foil. However, the energy resolution of
44% FWHM is a fator of three worse ompared to MIDAS, whih uses the same
soure and rystal [57℄. This is aused by the transmission of the lightguide of
around 75% [31℄ whih smears out the light intensity distribution of the rystal
and leads to a orresponding smear-out of the distribution of the deposited energy
of the partiles on the rystal.
3.5.4 Comparison of the lightguide and the APD setup
Due to unsatisfatory results during the CF
+
measurement the stray light prote-
tive aluminum foil was removed and the performane of the detetor was tested
using the α soure as well as during the ion pair measurement of HF+ (see hapter
5). Additionally the then available APD was tested, whih was onsidered as a
possible replaement of the lightguide setup, in order to avoid transmission losses
whih worsen the energy resolution of DEMON.
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Figure 3.23: Test measurements
for the lightguide setup and foil
with the
241
Am soure. blak:
bakground; red: with α irradia-
tion.
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Figure 3.24: Test measurements
for the lightguide setup and with-
out foil with the
241
Am soure.
blak: bakground; red: with α
irradiation.
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Figure 3.25: Test measurements
for the APD setup and without
foil with the
241
Am soure.
blak: bakground; red: with α
irradiation.
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Test measurement using the
241
Am α soure The results of these test mea-
surements are shown in gure 3.24 for the lightguide setup, and in gure 3.25 for
the APD setup. Therein the blak urves show the bakground measurements,
while the red ones show the pulse height distribution in front of the α soure.
Comparison of the two lightguide measurements (gure 3.23 and 3.24) shows that
the resolution worsens due to the missing foil, whih indiates high stray light
input on the rystal. Therefore the α partiels ould not be ompletely separated
from the bakground, although a lear dierene of bakground and partiles an
be seen. Thus the energy resolution worsens to 100% FWHM. The APD instead
shows a better resolution (50% FWHM) ompared to the lightguide setup in the
measurement without the foil. Nevertheless also with the diode the events aused
by the α-partiles are not ompletely separable from the bakground. The resolu-
tion is omparable to that of the lightguide setup. Development of the hardware
needed for APD operation of DEMON has thus been stopped as the diode seems
not to provide the advantages that were hoped for. This is mainly due to the small
detetion area in omparison to the lightguide setup. To prove this, both setups
were tested using an HF
+
ion beam, were the F
−
was deteted (see hapter 5).
Test measurements using an HF
+
ion beam Both light detetion setups
were tested using an HF
+
ion beam. Therefore the F
−
ion of energy 4.4 MeV
was deteted and pulse height spetra were reorded. In ontrast to the HD
+
and
H
+
3 measurements, no threshold energy is expeted for this ion pair formation.
Therefore the bakground was measured by bloking the ion beam in the TSR's
injetion line so that no HF
+
ions were travelling along the losed orbit of the
TSR. The results of these measurements an be seen in gure 3.26. While with
the lightguide setup a dierene between data without ions (blak urve) and with
ions (red urve) an be seen, no dierene is observable with the APD setup. A
possible explanation ould be that the magneti elds of the dipole inuene the
eletronis of the APD whih is loated diretly behind the diode in the detetor
head, while the lightguide is not inuened by magneti elds. Up to now the
APD setup does not gain any advantage that would justify further development of
this tehnique. That said, the diode has not been tested with the aluminum foil
so far.
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of the
lightguide and APD setup in a
real-life experimental run. For the
lightguide setup (a) a lear dierene
between the data with (red) and
without (blak) ion beam an be
observed while in the APD setup (b)
no dierene an be seen at all. The
data were taken using a HF
+
ion
beam during the ion pair experiment
desribed in hapter 5.
Chapter 4
Ion pair formation of di- and
triatomi hydrogen ions
Moleules and moleular ions play an important role in various environments,
suh as the interstellar medium, the atmosphere and in industrial plasmas used
for instane for the ething proesses (f [78℄). Their formation and destrution
proesses inuene the reation hains and thus the omposition in these media.
Therefore, theoretial models desribing the behavior of a plasma require good
knowledge of the various mehanisms involved.
Espeially in the interstellar medium, H2 and its orresponding ion H
+
2 play a major
role. For instane, a ollision between both moleules an ause the formation of
the H
+
3 moleule through the reation
H
+
2 + H2 → H+3 + H (4.1)
H
+
3 itself is a key moleule in subsequent reations towards the formation of more
omplex polyatomis in the interstellar medium and has therefore motivated nu-
merous experimental studies (e.g. [13; 38℄).
Meanwhile H
+
2 and HD
+
have reahed the status of benhmark moleules both in
theory and experiment. Latter moleule is often preferred in experiments, where
thanks to its permanent dipole moment it an ool through radiative emission.
Consequently moleules with initial states in equilibrium with the bakground
radiation are provided, simplifying the omparison to theory and among experi-
mental results. From the theoretial point of view the diatomi hydrogen moleules
are the only ones, where present models ahieve high auray.
H
+
3 is the simplest polyatomi moleule and therefore it is apart from its key role
in the interstellar medium a preferred andidate for testing theoretial preditions
on the interating polyatomi moleules with atomi and moleular speies, ele-
trons or even photons (f [12; 19; 37℄). Consequently the triatomi hydrogen has
51
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attrated the attention of physiists for many deades, but still its reation pro-
esses are known only to an unsatisfatory degree.
For both moleules the most important loss proess in interstellar louds is disso-
iative reombination. Here the speial ase of ion pair formation will be foussed
and disussed in the following in more detail. Therefore the hapter is organized
as follows: in the rst part the experiment on HD
+
will be desribed, followed
by a omparison to previous CRYRING experiments and theoretial alulations.
Based on the experimental results is the subsequently following hapter on the Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) tehnique and its appliation on the HD
+
data. The
hapter is nalized by the basis and results on the H
+
3 ion pair formation, also
ompared to previous CRYRING results and theory.
4.1 Ion pair formation of HD
+
The ion pair formation of HD
+
is initiated similarly as the DR proess by the ap-
ture of a free eletron. However, propagation of the neutral intermediate ompound
state along the repulsive urve leads to the dissoiation into harged fragments:
HD
+ + e− → HD∗∗ →
{
D
− + H+
H
− +D+
}
(E > 1.913 eV) (4.2)
This reation hannel requires a threshold energy of 1.913 eV onsidering both
the dissoiation limit of the ion leading to a positive and a neutral fragment at
2.668 eV [59℄ and the eletron anity of the hydrogen atom (0.755 eV [59℄). In the
following details of the measurement proedure on the ion pair formation of HD
+
at the TSR will be given rst, before the data will be presented and disussed in
view of previous measurements and theoretial preditions.
4.1.1 Ion pair measurement at the heavy ion storage ring
TSR
The ions for the ion pair measurement of HD
+
were produed by the CHORDIS
ion soure. The ion beam was aelerated by the High Current Injetor (HCI)
and the post aelerator to an energy of 5.19 MeV, then injeted into the Test
Storage Ring (TSR) and stored on a losed orbit. Two eletron beams are merged
independently with the ion beam, allowing ooling and ollision experiments at
the same time. For onstant ooling the eletron ooler was used. Its eletron gun
was operated at a voltage of 1023V. With an expansion ξ of 9.6 and an eletron
urrent of 35.4 mA, this leads to an eletron density ne = 1.8×107 cm−3. A spae
harge orretion of 84.65 V, thus a ooling energy in the laboratory frame of
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938.35 eV was derived. The eletron target was used for the ollision experiments.
The eletron beam was expanded by ξ = 30 with an eletron urrent of 4 mA.
This leads to an eletron density ne ≈ 2.3× 107 m−3
To eliminate relative drifting of the platform voltages of both devies, eletron
ooler and target, are onneted to the same base potential. For the energy varia-
tion of the eletron target a fast bipolar high voltage supply (Kepo BOP1000M)
was installed on top of the eletron target platform, whih allows to inrement or
derement the eletron targets platform voltage by ± 1000 V.
All important information suh as for instane the eletron urrents, the platform
voltages as well as the detetor ountrates and pulse heights is reorded with the
32 hannel saler and 8 hannel ADC (see hapter 3.4.1). The data were aquired
aording to the proedure in hapter 3.4. For the urrent measurement the pre-
ooling step was set to 3 s allowing, apart from the phase spae ooling the eletron
ooler, also radiative ooling of the ion beam. The eletron target was set to a
relative energy in order to avoid additionally faster beam deay due to the high
DR rate at zero relative energy. This energy is hosen in suh a way that the
energy an be used to get an absolute alibration of the D
+
rate to the ion beam
urrent as it is desribed in the setion of ion urrent normalization. During
the measurement all steps of the wobble yle had a length of 50 ms and eah
yle was repeated 100 times for eah injetion and relative energy respetively.
The energy of the ooling and referene step was set to the same energy allowing
to use both signals for the ion beam normalization as well as for the bakground
substration of the D
−
rate. In the next setion the data proessing and the nal
rate evaluation is presented.
4.1.2 Data proessing
The window in the ADC spetra of the ion pair measurement of HD
+
was set
to 1800 to 3200 ADC bits aording to gure 3.21. The data analysis follows
then the general data proessing proedure as desribed in hapter 3.4.3 whose
intermediate result that was used for the online analysis is shown in gure 4.1.
The data proessing of the ion pair formation of HD
+
will be disussed in the
following.
Bakground substration of the D
−
rate
As mentioned in hapter 3.5 the not eletron indued rate was onstant during the
whole experiment. Therefore it was possible to substrat a onstant value from
the raw rate, normalized to time.
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Figure 4.1: Raw rate versus Kepo bit of the ion pair measurement of HD
+
.
Normalization in respet to the ion urrent
For the HD
+
ion pair formation the ount rate was normalized indiretly to the ion
urrent. This was done taking the time normalized ount rate of the D
+
signal from
the preooling step at the energy of 10 eV, omparing this value with a previously
measured DE rate oeient [52℄ at the same energy and realulating this rate
oeient to the ion urrent using formula 2.20, taking the eletron density from
the present measurement into aount. This leads to a onversion fator of the
measured ount rate of D
+
to the number of ions in the storage ring. This fator
has been used to transform the D
+
ount rate at ooling energy and restgas DE,
respetively, to number of ions. The D
−
rate was normalized by these histograms
giving the rate Rion as
Rion(E) =
RD−(E)
Iion(RD+
cool,ref
)
L
l
. (4.3)
Determination of the ooling energy
As a spae harge orreted laboratory energy at ooling the value of 944.34 eV
was obtained for the eletron target, by subtrating the spae harge potential of
the eletron beam from the diretly measured unorreted energy. This ooling
energy is 6 eV higher than the value derived for the eletron ooler. A reason for
this deviation of the ooling energies ould be the spae harge potential of the
eletron ooler. This has a paraboli shape with the maximum in the enter of
the eletron beam [57℄. A slight misalignment of the ion beam with respet to the
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Figure 4.2: Total ross setion of the D
−+H+ hannel of the ion pair formation of
HD
+
. The threshold energy of 1.92 eV ts niely to the predited one of 1.913 eV.
14 well resolved peaks an be observed, whih are aused by quantum interferene.
eletron beam an indue a wrong spae harge orretion. Due to the observation
of the ooling of the ion beam with the imaging system in the BAMBI beamline,
suh a eet ould be exluded for the eletron targets probing beam.
4.1.3 Experimental results
Considering the data proessing steps desribed before the nal ross setion is ob-
tained. The ross setion spetrum (gure 4.2) shows a sharp threshold energy of
(1.92 ± 0.04) eV whih ts well to the alulated value of 1.913 eV. The maximum
ross setion is reahed at 2 eV with a magnitude of 3.4× 10−19 m2. Comparison
with the previous CRYRING experiment (f. [81℄) shows overall similar shape and
magnitude. However, towards the energeti threshold additional features beame
visible, thanks to the higher energy resolution ahieved at the TSR (see g. 4.3).
Below the dissoiation limit, marked by the blue dotted line in gure 4.3, ve
learly resolved peaks an be distinguished in the present experimental data down
to the energy threshold, in ontrast to the previous CRYRING data. In the latter
the osillatory struture beomes unlear below 2.2 eV and at most four peaks an
be identied. Additionally the osillatory struture appears sharper in the present
ion pair experiment.
These peaks are aused by an interferene eet between the doubly exited ap-
ture state and several Rydberg states during the dissoiation proess [81℄. In
analogy to the two-slit experiment in quantum mehanis it was suggested that
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the previous ion pair measurement at CRYRING (red)
and the present experiment (blak). The blue line indiates the dissoiation limit,
below whih the TSR data show ve learly resolved peaks of the interferene stru-
ture, while the CRYRING data only show four.
the eletron is aptured into a resonant state, from where the system an dissoiate
either diretly or along a Rydberg state. Before dissoiating the system an then
ross bak to the resonant state at ertain distanes in the potential landsape (see
g. 4.4). Dierent models were developed alulating the interfering pathways.
These alulations will be presented in the following setions.
4.1.4 Comparison of theoretial alulations and experiment
Several dierent theoretial alulations are urrently available whih attempt to
explain the struture of the ross setion observed in experiments. These theories
and their results will be briey introdued and ompared to the experimental
results in the following.
The Landau-Zener-Stükelberg model
The Landau-Zener-Stükelberg (LZS) model is a semilassial alulation whih is
based on the set of potential urves shown in g. 4.4. There the blak solid urve
represents the ground state of the moleular ion, while the red solid lines represent
a manifold of Rydberg states. The seond blak solid line represents the resonant
state into whih the eletron is aptured and whih is diabatially orrelated to the
ion pair hannel at innite internulear separations. Parity onservation requires
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Figure 4.4: Diabati potentials of hydrogen and the hydrogen moleular ion as used
in the theoretial alulations. The lowest two urves are shown in the diabati
representation, and the dashed lines indiate the orresponding diabati potentials
[82℄.
that sine the resonant state has even parity, any state oupling go to it must have
even parity as well, onsequently restriting the quantum number l to even num-
bers (s, d and g states in gure 4.4). In the diabati representation the resonant
state (2pσu)
2
rosses the Rydberg states both at small and at large internulear
distanes. The resonant state ouples to the latter by the eletroni part of the
Hamiltonian induing dierent pathways to the ion pair limit. For the LZS al-
ulation the 2s, 3d, 3s and 4d Rydberg states are inluded. Apart from the main
resonant state also a seond resonant state is taken into aount (blak dashed
line). The transition probability of two diabati states is determined by equation
2.10. For the present alulation it was suggested that the Rydberg states of s-
symmetry are oupled stronger to the resonant state than the d states. Negleting
ne struture, the potential urves possess an n-fold degeneray for R going to
innity. The potential energy urve of the resonant ion pair state rosses these
Rydberg urves at distanes of about R = 11.2a0 and R = 35.6a0 respetively.
A series of alulations were arried out [10℄, where the quantum interferene ef-
fets were primarily ontrolled by the energy-dependent phases aumulated along
the dierent pathways. In the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin-approximation (WKB-
approximation) [30; 32; 47℄ this phase is given by
ϕj(E) =
∫ Rfinal
RE
√
2µ(E − Vj(R))dR (4.4)
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where RE is the appropriate Condon point, a point where the initial exitation
step equals the ollision energy E. The dissoiation amplitudes Aj(E) for dierent
pathways j are redued by the ux into the Rydberg state whose dissoiation limit
is above the ion pair threshold. With a apture probability of an eletron Pcap, the
assumptions that the dissoiation in both ion pair hannels has equal probabilities
and that the total dissoiation amplitude is a oherent sum of the amplitudes, the
ross setion beomes [10℄
σip(E) =
2π3
E
Pcap(E)
∣∣∣∑
j
Aj(E)exp[iϕj(E)]
∣∣∣2 , (4.5)
where the index j denotes the Rydberg states. Figure 4.5 shows the alulated
ross setion [10℄ in omparison with the present and the previous CRYRING
experiment. The overall agreement of the interferene struture is fairly good in
omparison with the present results, but agrees even better with the CRYRING
data, despite an overall mismath by a fator of 2 in the amplitude. However, the
better agreement of the alulation and the previous data are mainly aused by the
dierent resolutions of the both storage ring experiments, whih lead to a smear
out of the struture at the threshold energy of the older data set. Nevertheless
there are still disrepanies of the LZS model and the previous measurements and
of ourse to the present experiment. The authors of the model [10℄ believed that
the dierenes are aused by this rather simple model, for instane that only one
symmetry is inluded.
Wave paket propagation method
The wave paket method was introdued in the 1970's [20℄ and is based on the
numerial solution of the time-dependent Shrödinger equation (in atomi units)
i
∂
∂t
Ψ(R, t) = H(R, t)Ψ(R, t) (4.6)
where the Hamiltonian H inludes the kineti energy operator and the potential
energy matrix. Reently Larson and Orel further developed this method in order
to test the inuene of various ouplings on the system [7℄. They used the same
potential energy urves like it was done for the LZS method (g. 4.4) and inluding
the oupling between these urves. Two sets of wave-paket propagation were
alulated taking the apture of an s and d eletron into aount. The ross setion
is then desribed as an inoherent sum of s and d ross setions and alulated
through
σj(E) = g
2π3
E
|Tj(E)|2 (4.7)
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the alulated ross setion using the LZS method [10℄
(red) with the experimental one from the previous CRYRING experiment (grey)
[54℄ and the present experiment (blak).
where Tj(E) is the projetion of the wave paket Ψj(t, R) onto the asymptoti sat-
tering wave funtion (for more details see [7℄) and g the multipliity ratio of the
neutral and ion states as well as for the two ion pair hannels. The result of these
alulations is shown in g. 4.6. Larson and Orel found out that the main soure
of the osillations in this alulation are due to ouplings with n = 2 and n = 3
nal states, i.e. states that asymptotially orrelate to the H(1s) + D(n=2,3) and
D(1s) + H(n=2,3) states, and the resonant state. Note that the presented theoret-
ial ross setion was saled by a fator of 2/3 in order to math the amplitude to
the experimental ross setion. A areful omparison between theory and exper-
iment shows that the predited interferene struture does not oinidene with
either measurements. One reason aording to the authors of this theory might
be the unertainty in the knowledge where the ouplings at small internulear dis-
tanes ours [7℄. However, as shown in the next setion latest alulations show
that the osillation ausing PEC was not inluded neither in this alulation nor
in the older LZS alulation.
Results of a reent semilassial alulation based on the LZS model
A reent alulation [82℄ has been motivated by the present new high resolution
measurements. It is mostly based on the LZS model. However, it diers in the
hoie of the potential urves inluded. In this model only the 3d and 5g Rydberg
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Figure 4.6: Shown in this plot is the ross setion of the previous CRYRING
experiment [54℄ and the present experiment in omparison with the wave-paket
method from Larson et al [7℄ in an energy range of 1.5 to 3 eV. (For more details
see text)
states besides the resonant state are inluded (see also gure 4.9). In this ase the
ross setion is determined to
σtotalIPF
σtotalIPF + σDR
= |A3d|2 + |A5g|2 + 2A3dA5g cos (ϕ5g − ϕ3d) (4.8)
aording to formula 4.5, with the total experimental ross setion σtotalIPF inluding
both ion pair hannels (twie the value of the present experiment), σDR the ex-
perimental DR ross setion, ϕj alulated by formula 4.4 and Aj the transition
amplitude between the resonant state and the 3d or 5g state. The ross setion
alulated aording to this formula [82℄ is shown in gure 4.7. Although only two
states are involved in the interferene pathways the alulation nds an overall
agreement with the measured peak struture and position. Comparison of the
previous LZS model [10℄ and the new alulation [82℄ poses the question why the
results are so dierent although, the ross setion is alulated in the same way and
additionally the new alulation uses less states. However, the reent alulation
expliitly uses the evidene given by Sidis et al. [79℄ that for eah nal hannel
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the alulated ross setion using the new LZS method
(red) of X. Urbain [82℄ with the experimental one from the previous CRYRING
experiment (grey) and the present experiment (blak) measurements.
with quantum number n only two states an ouple with the doubly exited poten-
tial urve. In this ase of HD
+
only the states labeled with 3d and 5g ontribute to
the n = 3 rossing. In ontrast to the previous alulation, no ontribution from
the n = 2 rossing is aounted for, resulting in very good agreement with the new
experimental results. This latest result will be further used for the omparison
with the empirial fourier treatment of the HD
+
ion pair ross setion.
4.2 Empirial treatment of the HD
+
ross setion
using the Fast-Fourier-Transformation (FFT)
tehnique
The latest LZS alulation shows, that the struture is mainly aused by the
phase dierene along two dierent potential energy urves. Aording to this
result one ould expet that the ross setion plotted against a dediated term of
equation 4.4 ould lead to a regular osillatory struture of a ertain frequeny. To
analyze the ross setion following this assumption the energy axis was resaled in
order to obtain this frequeny by using a fourier transformation. Therefore within
this thesis an appliation of the Fast-Fourier-Transformation (FFT) tehnique was
developed in order to link ertain areas between potential urves to the interferene
struture of HD
+
. For this purpose the phase dierene of the pathways through
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the potential urves was modeled semilassially. Following this treatment, the
energy axis of the ross setion was resaled, the FFT adopted and nally ompared
to the potential energy urves. In the following the semilassial approah will be
shortly desribed, whih will be followed in a next setion by the appliation of
the FFT and its results.
4.2.1 Semilassial approah
A semilassial approximation in quantum physis aounts for small perturbations
of a lassial alulation. In this ase the semilassial WKB-phases (formula 4.9)
will be used to express a phase dierene between two potential urves along whih
a wave paket an travel and interfere. Starting with 4.9 and taking gure 4.8 into
aount, the phase over a single PEC an be written as
ϕj(E) =
∫ Rfinal
RE
√
2µ(E − V − δVj(R))dR (4.9)
with Vj(R) = V + δVj(R) and V as an arbitrary onstant average potential and
δVj(R) a partial potential (see gure 4.8). Here the kineti energy (E − V ) is
assumed to be onstant during the passage of the interferene area, as given by
the eletron impat energy. Assuming that δVj(R)≪ (E − V ) and expanding the
square root up to the rst order gives
ϕj(E) ≃
√
2µ(E − V )
∫ Rfinal
RE
(
1− 1
2
δVj(R)
E − V
)
dR (4.10)
Taking the seond phase ϕi(E) of the seond PEC into aount alulating the
dierene of the phases one gets
ϕj(E)− ϕi(E) = ∆ϕ(E) ≃
√
µ
2(E − V )
∫ R2
R1
∆V (R)dR (4.11)
with ∆V (R) = δVi(R)− δVj(R) and µ is the redued mass of the HD moleule in
atomi units. In this approximation the square-root orresponds to a reiproal
veloity. The produt of this and dR is then the time ∆t for the wave paket trav-
eling through the area between the interfering potential urves ∆V (R)dR, whih is
hereafter alled interferene area. Taking into aount that an aumulated phase
∆ω∆t an be expressed by ∆E∆t in atomi units, the right hand side of equation
4.11 orresponds to suh a phase of an interfering wave paket.
Following this approximation the ross setion an be expressed in analogy to
equation 4.11 approximately by (1 + cos∆ϕ) and the multipliation with an en-
ergy dependent fator, whih represents an average ross setion given in the ase
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Figure 4.8: Shemati drawing of potential energy urves as used in the semilas-
sial approah, inluding the total energy E, the average potential V , the kineti
energy Ekin and the partial potentials δVi,j(R). For more details see text.
of HD
+
by a t of a straight line to the overall struture in the energy range below
6 eV of the experiment. Here the fator in front of the integral of ∆ϕ represents
within this approximation the reiproal veloity of the wave paket in dependene
of the eletron impat energy E. The two fators of 4.11 are used for a Fourier
transformation of the ross setion and aounting the transformation results to
a ertain area in the potential energy landsape. These two steps of the analysis
will be disussed in more detail in the following.
4.2.2 Resaling of the energy axis
Following equation 4.11 the energy axis of the ross setion was resaled by repre-
senting the ross setion as a funtion of
(√
µ
2
1
E−V
)
for several average potentials
V in order to nd an optimal value V yielding a regular osillatory struture. Var-
ious alulations were performed using average potentials in the energy range of
-1.0 eV to 1.82 eV (see gure 4.10). Using these potentials the energy axis of the
ross setion was resaled and then transformed to the atomi units sale. Figure
4.10 show the original ross setion and the ross setion with the resaled energy
axis for the potentials V 1 = -1.0, V 2 = 0.76, V 3 = 0.9, V 4 = 1.16 and V 5 = 1.82
eV (see gure 4.9).
Regular struture was observed in the plots with average potentials of 0.76, 0.9
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and 1.16 eV. In order to nd dominating frequenies and therefore interferene
areas aording to formula 4.11. the FFT tehnique was applied to these data
sets, where the integral desribes the osillation frequeny dominating the ross
setion. These areas ould then be adopted to areas in the potential energy urve
(green framed area in gure 4.9).
Figure 4.9: Potential energy urves as used in the new reent LZS-model [82℄ and
for the Fourier transformation. V i are dierent average potentials (for more details
see text); green framed: interferene area orresponding to the new LZS-model.
4.2.3 Appliation of the FFT on the ion pair ross setion
The Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) is an algorithm for fast alulations of
a disrete Fourier Transformation (DFT). Basially the FFT uses intermediate
results and an therefore save several arithmeti operations, whih are needed for
the diret alulation. This tehnique, attributed to Cooley and Tukey [45℄, an
be used if the number of the analyzed points have a power of two. If this is the
ase the DFT with 2n points an be divided in two alulations with n points,
whereas one alulation uses the even and one the odd points. In eah ase the
harateristi of the root of unity of the Fouriermatrix is utilized. The FFT was
inluded in the data analysis routine by the FFTW3 library [49℄, inluded in the
data analysis software root.
The results of the analysis an be reombined afterwards using the magnitude
and phase information. In the present alulations uts on the spetra ould be
performed, meaning e.g. setting the magnitude for a ertain hosen interval to
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Figure 4.10: Shown here is the ross setion versus energy (a) and a few examples
versus the reiproal veloity for dierent potentials V . For (b) (V 1 = −1.0 eV)
as well as for (f) (V 5 = 1.8 eV) no overall regular struture is observed, while
(),(d) and (e) (V 2 = 0.76 eV, V 3 = 0.9 eV and V 4 = 1.16 eV) show regular
struture.
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Figure 4.11: Cross setion (a) with the energy axis resaled to a reiproal veloity
in atomi units (au). In this ase V was hosen as 0.90 eV. (b) and () show
the FFT of (a) In (b) two well dened peaks are visible belonging to a ertain
interferene area.
zero. Then the Fourier analysis gives lear aess in the involved proesses. In
this ase this utting proedure was applied to the magnitude spetrum (gure
4.11(b) to prove whih struture in the FFT belongs to a interfering area following
equation 4.11. (results see further down). The phase itself (gure 4.11()) gives no
information about the physis of the system and will therefore not be mentioned
further.
Result of the FFT for the ross setion versus the reiproal veloity
FFT alulations were arried out for some of the average potentials found in
setion 4.2.2. Indeed the three dierent potentials 0.76 eV, 0.9 eV and 1.16 eV
produe a signiant peak struture in the Fourier transformed spetrum. For
0.76 eV the Fourier spetrum shows only a single broad peak whih is responsible
for the whole osillatory struture and belongs to an interferene area of 1.05 au
(gure 4.12(a). Cutting this peak away leads to a loss of the interferene struture
in the bak transformed gure. Using 0.9 eV for V produes two well separated
peaks at 0.95 and 1.33 au. Here the peak at the lower interferene area is the
sharpest and strongest peak in the whole series of alulations. Both peaks belong
to the osillatory struture. In this ase the strong peak at the smaller area
belongs to the main struture for the low energy part and therefore high reiproal
veloities, as a utting of the FFT spetrum shows (gure 4.12(b)). For 1.16 eV
also two peaks are observable. However, the seond peak with a bigger interferene
area is not as well separated from the other peak as it is the ase for 0.9 eV. There
the rst peak with an area of 0.75 au belongs mainly to the struture of the
low energy range, while the seond one with its area of 1.13 au belongs to the
high energy part (gure 4.12()). This series of FFTs shows that separate regular
interferene strutures appear for V ≈ 0.9...1.16 eV with interferene areas of
∼ 1.0...0.7 au at 1/v of ∼ 70130 au and of 1.3 au for 1/v ∼ 4060 au respetively.
In partiular, the interferene struture at large 1/v (i.e., low E) persists over
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Figure 4.12: FFT and its inversion iFFT for V = 0.76 eV (a), 0.90 eV (b) and
1.16 eV (). For more details see text.
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almost 10 full osillations in the TSR experiments. In the following these results
will be ompared to the alulation using the newest semilassial LZS alulations
[82℄.
Comparison of the FFT results with the new semilassial results
Considering gure 4.9 and the newest semilassial results (gure 4.7) the two
pathways leading to the interferene struture of the HD
+
ion pair struture are
the 3d and 5g state (green framed in gure 4.9). Therefore the area between
these two urves was alulated and ompared to the area obtained from the FFT
analysis. An area of 0.95 was found, whih ts very well to the main peak for the
FFT alulations using V = 0.9 eV. This was also veried by tting the theoretial
phase dierene of the fration of an area A and the reiproal veloity letting V
as free tting parameter [82℄. Indeed this tting proedure shows, that V = 0.9 eV
gives the best result. However, the seond peak with an area of 1.3 au ould not
be assigned to a set of potential urves used. This area ould be aused by missing
states in the alulation whih possibly belong to the struture and behavior of
the ross setion for the high energy and low reiproal veloity part, respetively.
4.3 Ion pair formation of H
+
3
The apture of an eletron by H
+
3 an lead to the formation of a doubly exited
state, whih subsequently dissoiates either into neutral or ioni fragments or both
speies at the same time. Ion pair formation beomes possible one the energeti
threshold is passed. Two dierent hannels, one two body and one three body, an
then be aessed:
H
+
3 + e
− → H∗∗3 →
{
H
− + H+2 (E > 5.4 eV )
H
− + H+ + H (E > 8.1 eV )
(4.12)
The two body hannel requires a minimum energy of 5.4 eV, whih is determined
by
E
thr.,2 body
= E
bind,H
+
3
+ E
ip,H2
− E
ip,H
−E
bind,H
−
(4.13)
with E
bind,H
+
3
and E
bind,H
−
the binding energy of H
+
3 (4.37 eV [63℄) and H
−
(0.76 eV
[36℄) respetively, E
ip,H2
and E
ip,H
the ionization potential of H2 (15.43 eV [59℄) and
H (13.6 eV [59℄), respetively. The energy of the three body hannel is determined
in this ase by
E
thr., 3 body
= E
bind,H
+
3
+ E
bind,H2
− E
bind,H
−
(4.14)
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Figure 4.13: The measurement
sheme as applied for the oini-
dene measurement of H
−
and H
+
2 .
with E
bind,H2
the binding energy of H2 (4.48 eV [28℄). So far previous experiments
sueeded to detet the H
−
produt only, not being able to distinguish between
either reation path [14; 25; 68℄. Employing the new detetor setup at the TSR,
the breakup into both hannels ould be studied independently for the rst time.
The measurement will be presented in the following and ompared to previous
results.
4.3.1 Ion pair measurement at the TSR
The H
+
3 ions were produed by the CHORDIS ion soure, whih were used previ-
ously for the HD
+
prodution (see hapter 4.1) and then aelerated by the HCI
and the post aelerator to a nal energy of 5.19 MeV. Due to the same mass and
energy as the diatomi deuterated hydrogen, the TSR ould be operated at similar
settings. However, in order to guide the light fragment H
−
to the detetor, slight
orretions to the ion beam trajetory behind the eletron target setion beome
neessary. As desribed in hapter 3.3, an additional angle was applied to the ion
beam allowing the light H
−
fragments to pass the entrane gap of the dipole ham-
ber. Additionally the detetion eieny ould be inreased by adjusting an extra
angle to the ion beam trajetory by using the eletron target orretion magnets
KDY. Unfortunately not all H
−
fragments ould be foussed onto the detetor (see
also hapter 3.3), ausing a deieny whih had to be orreted in the subsequent
oine analysis as explained later.
As it is possible to measure at the TSR the negative fragments as well as the H
+
2
fragments at the same time, a oinidene sheme (see gure 4.13) was set up in
order to distinguish the two and the three body breakup in the ion pair formation
of H
+
3 . This beomes possible due to the 100% detetion eieny for the H
+
2
fragments using MIDAS. For reording the oinidene rate a time-to-amplitude
onverter (TAC) was used to onvert the time dierene of two dierent events of
the two detetors into a pulsheight distribution (see gure 4.14). The evaluated
oinidene rate from the TAC an then be used to separate the two hannels,
whereas the three body hannel was derived by subtrating the oinidene rate
from the total H
−
ountrate.
The measurement proedure was similar to the one during the HD
+
experiment.
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Figure 4.14: Coinidene time spe-
trum of the oinidene H
−
and H
+
2
events on the DEMON and MIDAS
detetor, respetively. The ounts pre-
sented in this piture are taken during
the measurement step of the wobble
yle and in this stage are not time
normalized or sorted to the dediated
energy.
After preooling for 30 ms, the measurement period lasted 10 s. The latter on-
sisted of 100 yles eah hanging in onseutive steps between ooling (15 ms
duration), referene (5 ms) and measurement (65 ms) energy, where the energy
of the referene step was also set to ooling energy. For the data analysis only
the data reorded after 3 s of storage were used, ensuring that the ion beam was
ooled down in phase spae and vibrationally.
4.3.2 Data proessing
The data proessing is mostly similar to the general sheme presented in setion
3.4.3., exept for a few hanges required. First the additional information from
the TAC had to be reorded, requiring a few hanges in the data aquisition
software md2h.. Seond, the H
+
2 rate reorded at ooling and referene energy
ould diretly be related to the ion urrent, sine the ommon energy of both steps
is below the ion pair and DE threshold (about 4 eV). Therefore the H
+
2 rate was
additionally measured in a separate run, during whose the ion urrent from the
ion urrent monitor was reorded simultaneously to the ountrate. Combining
the H
+
2 ountrate and the ion urrent it was possible to transform the H
+
2 events
to a number of ion per seond equivalent by a rather simple formula, whih also
inludes the length fator of the ring irumferene and the eletron target length.
Thus the number of ions is alulated through
Nion = 19.71×N
H
+
2
. (4.15)
Taking this transformation into aount equation 3.4 beomes
Rion(E) =
R
H
−(E)
19.71R
H
+
2 @cool,ref
(E)
(4.16)
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with RH+
2
@cool,ref(E) being the measured H
+
2 ounts per seond reorded during
the ooling and referene step.
The nal analysis follows hapters 3.4.3 and 4.1.2. (determination of the ooling
energy) and will not be repeated here. To aount for the inomplete detetion
eieny of the H
−
fragments the measured rate was saled at the maximum
value at the energy of 11 eV to the one observed at CRYRING where an absolute
determination of the oeient was ahieved (see gure 4.15).
4.3.3 Data analysis and omparison to other experiments
Following the measurement sheme and data aquisition desribed in the former
setion the total ross setion for H
+
3 ion pair formation was obtained. Figure 4.15
shows the total ross setion as a funtion of the detuning energy after all analysis
steps, inluding the toroid orretion, were applied. In this gure the ross setion
from the present experiment is also ompared to former measurements using the
inlined beam [14℄, single passed merged beam [25℄ and the storage ring tehnique
(CRYRING;[68℄). While the rst two measurements were most likely performed
with vibrationally exited ions, the data taken at CRYRING were measured with
rotationally and vibrationally ooled ions. For the present experiments the H
+
3
ions an be assumed in the vibrational ground, but rotationally exited state as
shown earlier by Krekel et al. [37℄. The dierene to the storage ring results
in the energy dependene ould thus be aused by the initial ioni vibrational
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Figure 4.15: Total ross setion H
+
3 measured at the TSR (points) in omparison
to the measurement of Peart [14℄ (open irles), Yousif [25℄ (open rosses) and the
CRYRING group [68℄ (stars).
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Figure 4.16: Total ross setion H
+
3 (blak line) inluding two- (red urve) and
three-body hannel (blue urve). The dashed red line marks the two body threshold
5.4 eV, while the dashed blue line marks the three body threshold 8.1 eV.
exitations, whereas the maximum value (∼ 2×10−18 m2) seems to be unaeted
and omparable among the experiments. Thanks to the muh higher statisti
together with the high energy resolution the present data revealed for the rst
time an osillatory struture.
Additionally it was, now for the rst time, also possible to distinguish the two and
three body breakup using the oinidene method desribed in setion 4.3.1. The
ross setion for the respetive reation path is shown together with the total H
−
ross setion in gure 4.16. Interestingly the interferene struture seems to our
only for the two body hannel. In fat, this behavior was predited by theory [7℄,
sine similar to the neutral repulsive urve for HD
+
also the resonant state for H
+
3
rosses the Rydberg manifold twie, induing interferene patterns.
Furthermore a loser omparison of the measured HD
+
and H
+
3 ross setion shows
that the peak struture for H
+
3 oinides energetially with the one for the HD
+
ion (see g. 4.17). This might suggest a similar harateristi of the involved
potential energy urves (PEC). However, sine urrently the PEC responsible for
the high energy struture have not been identied, any disussion would go beyond
the sope of this work.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison
of the HD
+
and the two
body hannel of the H
+
3
ion pair formation. Pos-
sibly due to the similarity
in the reation produts
osillatory struture at
the same energy position
(grey lines) our for both
experimental results.
4.3.4 Comparison with theoretial alulations
Wave paket propagation method
For the three atomi moleule it is muh more diult to alulate the ross se-
tions. Nevertheless alulations were done for the geometry shown in gure 4.19
[68℄. The diabati states (see gure 4.18 for the one-dimensional ase) and ou-
plings needed for this model were alulated using the adiabati representation
transformed by a onguration interation (CI) alulation (for details see [68℄).
Thereby two resonant states and four Rydberg states were inluded [68℄, of whih
the highest Rydberg state is an eetive state aording to the oupling to the ion
pair state in order to aount for the ouplings of the innite number of Rydberg
states onverging up to the ion [68℄. The potentials shown in gure 4.18 and their
ouplings [68℄ are then used to study the dissoiation dynamis by using the wave
Figure 4.18: H
+
3 poten-
tial urves as used in the
one-dimensional alulation.
Dashed urve is the ioni
potential and the solid urves
are the Rydberg states of the
neutral moleule. The dashed-
dotted urve is the diabati
ion-pair state.
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Figure 4.19: The H
+
3 moleule and the
oordinates as used in the one- and
two-dimensional studies.
paket propagation on the oupled potentials similar to the HD
+
moleule (see
hapter 4.1.4) [68℄. Starting with wave pakets on the two resonant states, the wave
pakets then propagate by diret integration of the time-dependent Shrödinger
equation. The Hamiltonian ontains the kineti energy and the diabati poten-
tials on the diagonal entries, while the non-diagonal ontain the information on
the eletroni oupling. Leaving the potential be omplex above the ion-potential,
autoionization of the resonant state is inluded [8℄. The wave pakets then prop-
agate to a region where the ouplings are zero, so that the ross setion an then
be obtained from the dissoiation ux through a plane with z = zstop = 15a0 (see
gure 4.19). The ross setion is then given by
σ(E) = g
π2
E
∑
v
Kv
µz
∣∣T (v, E)∣∣2 (4.17)
with µz the redued mass along the z oordinate (see gure 4.19), Kv the wave
number of the two body hannel fragments, and T (v, E) the dissoiation ux for a
given Energy E and vibrational level v respetively. In the following studies only
the two body breakup was onsidered.
One-dimensional study. To simplify the problem, rst a one dimensional study
was performed by Kalhori et al (see [68℄) where R = 1.65 a0 as well as θ = 90
◦
(gure 4.19) were kept x. The alulation inludes all ouplings between the
states and shows a double peak struture whih is aounted to an interferene
eet between the two ion pair states. However, the magnitude of the ross setion
is a fator of 5 higher than the measured ones in the present experiment (two
body hannel) (see gure 4.20). In addition, the predited low energy peak is
not observed in the experiment and only the position of the alulated seond
peak oinides with the measurement result. Overall one an onlude that this
one-dimensional model oversimplies the proess and gives only an unrealisti
treatment.
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Figure 4.20: The theoretial ross se-
tion (blue line) of the two body hannel
of H
+
3 based on the one-dimensional
model (data extrated at [8℄) is om-
pared to the experimental results from
the present ion pair measurements
(blak urve).
Two-dimensional study. In this seond step Kalhori et al [68℄ extended the
simple one-dimensional model, keeping the angle θ xed, while R is allowed to
vary (gure 4.19). It turns out, that onsidering the seond dimension washes out
the interferene eet. The resulting ross setion (gure 4.21) inluding also the
losses due to the Rydberg states [8℄ shows now more similarities to the measured
ross setion, but still the magnitude remains by a fator of 5 too large and peaks at
lower energies. An alternative two-dimensional method in the sense of treating the
losses through the Rydberg states, uses the Landau-Zener model and alulates the
survival probability along the diabati ion pair state. This was done by Larson et
al [8℄ using the lassial trajetory in the diabati ion-pair as a reation oordinate,
sine the Landau-Zener model itself is one-dimensional. The ross setion is now
smaller and lose to the one measured for the two body hannel (gure 4.22). This
leads to the onlusion that at least two dimensions are needed to desribe the
ion pair formation of H
+
3 , apart from the improved alulations of the ouplings
between the states [8℄.
Multi Conguration Time Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) Method. Re-
ently, the ross setion of the H
+
3 two body ion pair hannel was alulated, ap-
plying the MCTDH method [27℄. Additionally the extrapolation of the resonant
state and the ouplings was improved by Larson et al. [9℄. The result of this two-
dimensional alulation is shown in gure 4.23. Here a drop in the ross setion in
omparison to the former alulations, with exlusion of the Landau-Zener model,
was observed. Also the overall shape and magnitude ts now at least with the
two-body ross setion from the present experiment. However, the ross setion is
shifted in energy, an eet whih ould not be explained so far.
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Figure 4.21: Results of the two-
dimensional alulations (data extrated
from [8℄) for the H
+
3 two body han-
nel (blue line) in omparison with the
present experiment (blak urve).
Figure 4.22: Results of the LZ-model
alulation of the two body hannel (data
extrated from [8℄) of H
+
3 ion pair forma-
tion (blue line) in omparison with the
present experiment (blak urve).
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of the MCTDH
method [6; 40℄ and the present experi-
ment.
4.3.5 FFT treatment of the ion pair ross setion
In order to nd also in this ase an interferene area linked to the osillatory
struture on the two body ross setion of the H
+
3 ion pair formation, the FFT
tehnique was applied using the same simple model as desribed in hapter 4.2. As
an be seen in gure 4.24 the FFT spetrum shows in dependene of the potential
no prominent peak, although the peakwidth ertainly beomes smaller. This is
not a physial eet but rather an analytial fat sine the only peak onstantely
moves towards smaller areas the higher the average potential V was hosen. So,
the width and position of this peak have no signiane. This negative result might
be aused by the simple, one-dimensional model used in the semilassial approah
of the FFT proedure. At least it is known from the presented theoretial models
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in the setion before, that a one-dimensional model annot reprodue the ross
setion struture of H
+
3 . So one an onlude at this point that the FFT proedure
has to be modied in that way, that at least a seond dimension ould be inluded.
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Figure 4.24: Study of the H
+
3 two body ion pair ross setion using the FFT teh-
nique. The left olumn shows the resaled ross setion at dierent average poten-
tial V , while the right olumn gives the orresponding interferene areas. (a) the
FFT for V = −6.0 eV, (b) V = −1.6 eV, () V = 1.7 eV and (d) V = 4.35 eV.
Chapter 5
Ion pair formation of the
hydrogen-uoride ion
The unique physis harateristis of the hydrogen uoride ion HF
+
and the abun-
dane of the neutral system HF in nature and industry have raised the interest
to study its destrution proesses dissoiative reombination (DR) and ion pair
formation (IPF). The neutral moleule was disovered in interstellar louds [17℄
and planetary atmospheres [64℄. Furthermore HF plays meanwhile an important
role in the manufatoring proess of eletronis and in the photohemial indus-
tries. Additionally its properties in ething plasmas [75℄ and hemial lasers are of
Figure 5.1: Level sheme of HF
+
. Left hand side the two ground state ongu-
rations of the ion; right hand side the nal energy levels ( F in its ground state)
aessible at these energies.
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strong interest. The muh higher ionization potential of the F atom (17.423 eV)
[59℄ ompared to that of the H atom (13.598 eV) reates unique harateristis
of the moleular system. This results in eetively isolated ground and exited
potential energy urves (PECs). While the ground and the rst exited ioni state
are shown in gure 5.2 (rotational levels of the ioni ground state are presented in
gure 5.1) higher exited states are not shown due to the fat that they are loated
almost 4 eV above. The lowest two ioni states onverge to the same asymptoti
limit H
+ + F(2P). Thereby the exited state orrelates to the H+ + F(2P1/2),
whereas both spin-orbit omponents of the ground state, with a spin-orbit ou-
pling in the order of 30 meV, orrelate to the H
+ + F(2P3/2). Both nal states
are separated by 50 meV (gure 5.1).
In gure 5.2 also the potential energy urve V 1Σ+ leading to ion pair produts is
shown (nal energy level: red line in gure 5.1). For this state, whih is espeially
important for both DR and IPF proesses, alulations have not yet onverged so
that two urves an urrently be found in literature [4; 41℄ and are thus shown in
gure 5.2. Additionally the rst Rydberg state is shown with its dissoiation limit
H(n=2) + F(
2
P1/2) [4℄, as well as an approximate urve whih onverges to the
Figure 5.2: Relevant potential energy urves for HF
+
[58℄. Bold lines: Ground
and rst exited state [5℄. Dot-dashed urve: two possible urves for the ion
pair state [4; 41℄ (see text). Dotted line: Rydberg state onverging to the
H(n=2) + F(
2
P3/2,1/2) [5℄ and Rydberg state whih onverges to the ground-ioni
state H
+(1S) + F( 2P3/2,1/2). The two vertial lines deine the Frank-Condon
region for the exitation from the ground state of HF
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ground-ion state, produing hydrogen in the n=7 level.
In the following, the IPF proess will be desribed in more detail before rst results
of experiments at the TSR will be presented and ompared to previous CRYRING
experiments and theory.
5.1 Ion pair formation of HF
+
In ontrast to previously disussed moleular systems both the DR and IPF proess
an be initiated already at low energies. IPF an thereby either proeed along a
diret (equation 5.1) or an indiret (equation 5.2) pathway as soon as the energy
threshold of 17 meV (see gure 5.1) is reahed:
HF
+(v = 0) + e− → HF∗∗ → H+ + F− + KER (5.1)
HF
+(v = 0) + e− → HFRydnv → HF∗∗ → H+ + F− + KER. (5.2)
This is generally already realized even at zero eletron energy taking the thermal
rotational energies of the ion (gure 5.1) and the energy resolution of the storage
ring into aount. Not shown here is the seond ion pair hannel, produing a
negative hydrogen and a positive uorine atom, beause it is due to the extremely
small mass ratio of fragment and initial ion, almost impossible to detet (f. hap-
ter 3). DR and IPF involve stabilization along the same ompound state HF
∗∗
,
whih an indue similarities between both rate oeients [58℄.
5.2 Ion pair formation measurement at the TSR
The ions for the IPF measurement were produed by the penning soure loated
inside the ISSI aelerator and aelerated to an energy of 2.56 MeV. Using the
TSR's synhrotron mode the ions were further aelerated inside the storage ring
to a nal energy of 4.66 MeV. The eletron ooler was not used during these mea-
surements sine the low beam intensity available after aelerating did not allow
an alignment of the eletron beam. Thus the eletron target provided eletrons
for the ooling and measurement. Thereby the ooling energy was set to 129.46
V, whih leads with an eletron urrent of 355 µA to an eletron density ne of
2.346106 m−3 and to a spae harge orreted ooling energy of 127.06 V.
The detetor ounts of DEMON (F
−
) and MIDAS (F
+
for normalization) were
reorded by the ADC, the saler and the VME interfae and stored into a raw
data le. The preooling step lasted 3 s whereas the measurement wobble yle
was set to 19.8 s. In this yle the ooling, referene and measurement step lasted
eah for 50 ms, and were repeated 120 times. Due to the fat that only the eletron
target was used, both the energy of the ooling and measurement step were set to
ooling energy to inrease the interstage ooling time.
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Data proessing. The data proessing proedure mainly follows the one de-
sribed in hapter 3.4.3. However, the partial overlap of the bakground and the
F
−
signal in the ADC spetrum (see gure 3.26) required to take speial are in
the analysis. In order to avoid a dominant bakground ontribution the ADC spe-
trum was ut at an ADC bit of 1200. The inuene of the remaining bakground
events ould then be estimated by omparing measurements with and without the
ion beam, while swithing o the eletrons. Both measurements show the same
amount of ounts per time unit originating from stray light inside the TSR (blak
urve in gure 3.26). This ontributes as a onstant time-normalized oset c in the
measured signal, whih was then subtrated from the raw ount rate of the time
normalized F
−
signal RF− to yield the bakground orreted rate Rbc = RF− − c.
This rate is nally analyzed, as mentioned above, aording to hapter 3.4.3. The
nal rate is then saled to the previously measured absolute rate oeient ob-
tained at CRYRING [58℄, beause the low beam intensity (see beginning of this
setion) did not allow a alibration to the ion beam itself.
5.3 Results and Disussion
The analyzed data is shown in gure 5.3 in omparison with the previous CRYRING
experiment. The rate oeient was measured up to energies of 10 eV, showing a
onstant value above 3.5 eV. Therefore only the data at energies below 3.5 eV is
presented here. Overall one an note, that the rate oeient follows the threshold
law up to about 0.1 eV and is in ontrast to other moleular systems signiantly
larger in omparison to the DR rate αDR (αIPF/αDR ≃ 0.13 ompared to e.g.
HD
+
where αIPF/αDR ≃ 0.04; see hapter 4 and [52℄).
The rate oeient of the ion pair formation features no energeti threshold neither
in the TSR experiment nor in the CRYRING experiment (gure 5.3(a)), despite its
theoretial predition (see gure 5.3(b) and [58℄). This an be explained sine the
threshold energy of 17 meV is easily exeeded onsidering the expeted rotational
exitation at 300 K (25 meV) and the energy resolution of the eletron beam.
However, the dereasing rate oeient (see gure 5.3(a)) shows a small peak at
about 17 meV whih might be a hint at the opening of the ion pair hannel and
threshold, respetively. Studying the measurements of Yenha et al [4℄ inluding
photo-ion-pair formation, the peaks were assigned by Djuri et al [58℄. Therein the
rst peak at 20 meV (1) (see mark with label in gure 5.3(a)) is assigned to the
high vibrational states (v ≈ 18) of the predissoiating moleular state [A2Σ+℄3sσ
(see gure 5.2); this state orrelates to the nal state H(n = 2) + F(2P1/2) lying
about 55 meV above the ion pair hannel (see gure 5.1). The peaks at higher
energies are onneted to the n = 7,8 Rydberg states with v = 1 onverging to the
moleular urves HF
+
[X2Π3/2,1/2℄ [4; 58℄. The loal maximum at 90 meV (2) is
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then assigned to n = 7, whereas the maximum at 140 meV (3) and the shoulder
(200 meV) (4) of this peak orrespond to the n = 8 Rydberg states. In [58℄ the
peaks at higher relative energies (380 meV (5) and 600 meV (6)) are onneted
to the vibrational levels of the seond predissoiating moleular state [A2Σ+℄(3pσ)
whih onverges to the [A2Σ+℄ exited ioni state shown in gure 5.2. However, the
peak positions in the photo-ion pair formation are energetially slightly displaed
from the eletron indued ion pair results due to the dierenes in the experimen-
tal setups and the dierent equilibrium internulear separation in the ground state
of HF (r = 1.001a0) and HF
+
(r = 1.224a0) [58℄.
Furthermore additional peak strutures were observed in the present experiments
at eletron ollision energies higher than 1 eV. In this energy range neither the pho-
toionization measurements [4℄ nor theory (see gure 5.3) [9℄ an explain the stru-
ture, although the results of [9℄ an give a hint on the origin of the observed rate
oeient. On the other hand the ount rate was here signiantly higher than
the stray light indued onstant bakground. Also restgas indued bakground
events an be exluded from the bakground measurement so that this rate has
to originate from eletron indued F
−
fragments hitting the rystal. Nevertheless
the statistis are very poor at these energies giving an error of the rate oeient
of up to about 75% at an energy of 3.5 eV, with an even higher unertainty at
higher energies (not shown in gure 5.3). Therefore further measurements have
to be performed in order to improve the quality of the rate oeient at energies
larger than 1 eV.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the present HF
+
experiment (blak) with the previ-
ous CRYRING experiment ((a), red) and theory ((b), blak solid line). (a) Both
measurements show an overall agreement up to 1 eV, while the theoretial rate
oeient (b) is about two orders of magnitudes lower and does not show any of
the observed strutures. The vertial line in (b) indiates the theoretial ion pair
threshold.
Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook
A new detetor system for strongly deeted moleular fragments, omplementing
the existing eletron target setup, has been installed at the TSR and has been used
to study ion pair formation (ion pair formation) in eletron ollisions of HD
+
, H
+
3
and HF
+
6.1 The new DEMON setup
The new detetor setup was installed and taken into operation in 2005. Improving
the initial design a new lightguide has been developed. Later, also an Avalanhe
Photodiode (APD) has additionally been tested as a detetor of the light emitted
by the YAP:Ce sintillator upon fragment impat. Various tests have been per-
formed, both with and without a stray-light-sreening aluminum foil overing the
sintillator surfae. While the rst ase ould only be tested with the lightguide
setup the seond was tested with the APD as well as the lightguide setup. The
results indiate that the stray light ontribution during the measurement without
the foil worsens the overall energy resolution of the detetor, in the ase of the
APD setup up to the point of the detetor beoming unusable for F
−
fragments.
It has been shown (hapter 3) that the lightguide setup operated reliably in all
presented experimental onditions. Further experiments are neessary to get an
overview over the fragment mass range that is detetable using this setup. The
mass ratio between that of the fragment to that of the initial ion is limited for
reasons of fragment ion deetion in the storage ring to a range above about one
third, as has been demonstrated by the large speial orretions neessary for H
+
3
(mass ration 0.33). Lighter masses will have an even larger spread of the fragment
one and will require even larger systematial orretions of the data
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6.2 Ion pair formation of HD
+
The measurement on HD
+
demonstrates the high energy resolution available,
thanks to the twin eletron beam setup at the TSR: the ion pair formation ross
setion shows a total number of 14 well resolved peaks. Below the dissoiation
limit of 2.668 eV ve peaks are visible, while in previous experiments performed at
Cryring only four, onsiderably less well resolved peaks were visible. The observed
threshold energy of (1.92±0.04) eV ts within its unertainty to the theoretial one
of 1.913 eV. The ross setion shows a maximum of 3.4× 10−19 m2 with a steady
derease up to an energy of about 6 eV, followed by a step in the ross setion. The
osillatory struture ontinues up to energy of about 12 eV. Newest alulations
as well as an empirial FFT treatment of this ross setion show, that the interfer-
ene eet to the overwhelming part stems from only two potential energy urves
(labeled with 3d and 5g in gure 4.4) in the energy range 1.92 eV < Ee < 6 eV.
Eorts are underway to extent the alulations to higher ollision energies, whih
requires the inlusion of more states into the model.
6.3 Ion pair formation of H
+
3
The H
+
3 experiment drove the experimental setup to its limits. This was due
to the large deetion of the light hydrogen fragments in the toroid elds of the
eletron target and the following vertial orretion magnets of the eletron target,
whih are not able to bend the ioni fragments bak onto their original trajetory.
Several orretions had to be applied in order to be able to detet the light H
−
fragments. However the overfousing of the ring optis ould not be ompensated.
The resulting lower detetor eieny had to be systematially orreted in the
data analysis (see hapter 4.3). Thanks to the 100% eieny of the MIDAS
detetor for the H
+
2 fragments, it was possible to distinguish the two possible ion
pair hannels by the oinidene tehnique. Here the H
+
2 fragments were measured
in oinidene with the H
−
fragments thereby giving aess to the two body hannel
(see gure 4.13). The three body hannel ould then be extrated from the total
H
−
ount rate by subtrating the ross setion of the two body hannel from the
total H
−
ross setion. Both hannels show the theoretially alulated energy
thresholds of 5.4 and 8.1, respetively. For the rst time interferene eets in the
ion pair formation ross setion of H
+
3 have been observed. Up to now, no theory
ts to the experimental data. Also with the empirial FFT method no reasonable
result ould be obtained, whih is mainly due to the too simple model used for the
appliation of the FFT.
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6.4 Ion pair formation of HF
+
The latest results are about the ion pair formation of HF
+
. In this ase the rate
oeient shows an overall 1/
√
E dependene up to an energy of about 30 meV,
followed by a steeper deline. Due to the low energy threshold of 17 meV, the
presene of rotational exitations (25 meV at 300K), and the limited energy reso-
lution of the storage ring tehnique no threshold energy ould be observed. Up to
an energy of around 100 meV the ion pair formation ross setion ompetes with
the DR ross setion [58℄, whih is unique among diatomi moleules. However the
statistis of the measured ross setion is good up to 3.5 eV, in ontrast to earlier
CRYRING data, where no onlusive results ould be obtained above 1 eV. At the
energies above 1 eV additional struture was observed in the TSR data. Unfor-
tunately, the available theory is o by several orders of magnitude, and also the
observed struture annot be reprodued even qualitatively in present theoretial
alulations.
6.5 Future experiments and possible new detetors
Future experiments. Upoming experiments on ion pair formation involve
CF
+
and H
+
2 ions. While as mentioned above the former will push the dete-
tor to its limits, due to the low kineti energy deposited in the rystal, the latter
will allow to detet the isotopi eets between the deuterated diatomi hydrogen
ion and the diatomi hydrogen ion, as has been proposed by X. Urbain [82℄ very
reently. Additionally it is planned to examine the diatomi moleular ion
3
HeD
+
whih is the analogon to
4
HeH
+
. The ion pair formation rate oeients and
ross setions for these ions have not been measured up to now, but theoretial
alulations exist. Ion pair formation in these ases an thus lead to a better un-
derstanding of the reation dynamis involved and an help to improve theoretial
models. Additionally this proess would ll the blank at reatant-produt mass
ratio of 0.4 and ould ontribute to even better understanding of the storage ring
and detetor setup. A ompletely dierent possible appliation of the DEMON de-
tetor would be the measurement of eletron indued double detahment of atomi
anions, like
Li
− + e− → Li+ + 2e− (6.1)
For suh a measurement the TSR would obviously have to be operated at inverted
polarity.
New detetor setups at the TSR. As mentioned in hapter 3 the DEMON
ould with small reversible modiations installed also towards the inside of the
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TSR. It would oer the detetion of strongly deeted light fragments with the
same harge as the stored ions, for example produts released from heavier moleules.
An almost idential opy of the DEMON detetor installed at the inside position,
together with DEMON operating outside, would yield aess to a wider range of
ation/anion oinidenes similar to the ase of H
+
3 studied here. This detetor
ould in future nalize the entire new eletron target setup, leading to a om-
plete overage of eletron ion ollision produts, within the limitations presented
in hapter 3.
Appendix
A Eletroni layout of the Avalanhe Photodiode
(APD)
The Layout of the eletroni iruit as used in the APD setup (hapter 3) is shown
in 1. In gure 2 the layout of the iruit board is presented whih inludes the
iruitry, as well as the APD (shematially inluded as squares in the middle
(ohery)).
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Figure 1: Layout of the eletroni iruit as used in the APD setup.
A. ELECTRONIC LAYOUT OF THE APD 91
Figure 2: Layout of the iruit board as used for the APD eletroni iruit.
Shemati inluded the APD (oher)
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B Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT)
In this hapter the FFT priniple will be shortly explained in the formal desrip-
tion given by Cooley and Tukey. This formalism bases on a Disrete Fourier
Transformation (DFT) with 2n points and is dened by
fi =
2n−1∑
k=0
xke
− 2pii
2n
jk j = 0, . . . , 2n− 1. (2)
If the xk with a even indies are redifened as follows
x′0 = x0, x
′
1 = x2, . . . , x
′
n−1 = x2n−2 (3)
and identify the transformed x′j using the DFT with the size n as
f ′0, . . . , f
′
n−1 (4)
the transformation is then given by
fj =
{
f ′j + e
−pii
n
jf ′′j ,j < n
f ′j−n − e−i
pii
n
(j−n)f ′′j−n ,j ≥ n
. (5)
The transformation is then alulated reursively.
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